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become known, smoking was a badge of adulthood and manliness. And
I walked wearing a new straw hat known as a boater, decked with a new
black and white check hat band, the colours of the university, and on
the front of the band a new arts faculty badge with its motto in Greek.
The motto was correct for me at that moment, for it meant `I am

walking on air.'
I was walking on air as I was about to start off on an honours
degree in classics. The subjects I was to do in this my first year were
Latin I, Greek I, Constitutional History, and English. I had come to

Adelaide early from the country, where we lived, so as to register, to buy
the necessary books, to find lodgings (there were no residential colleges
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or student housing in those days), and to look over this new exciting
world of the university
a world, it seemed to my country eyes, so
suitably expressed by its Gothic buildings. How grand they seemed
then! And, alas, how small, and how colonial, they seemed later!
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*Sir Walter Crocker, Lieutenant- Governor of South Australia, is a former
professor of international relations at the Australian National University who
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In 1921, on a hot day towards the end of February, I walked for the first
time through the North Terrace gate and into what is now called the
Mitchell Building. I was eighteen. I walked with some trepidation but
mainly with exhilaration for this was my entry into the university world.
I walked too, with a pipe in my mouth, burning my tongue painfully,
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My business with the university administration authorities was
soon disposed of. The entire administration consisted of the Registrar,
Mr Hodge, his off - sider, Mr Eardley (later on to be Registrar), a man,
I think the finance officer, whose name I have forgotten, and who had a
halting walk, Miss Woods, and at the most one other. They were housed
in two or three rooms in the south east corner of the Mitchell Building.
Mr Hodge was said to be a teetotaler but God, who is well known to
move in mysterious ways, endowed him with the red and fleshy nose

which usually belongs to the bibulous. He was a good registrar and
better deserved his name on a room than some of those who were so
honoured by recent vice - chancellors.
From the administration office I set off to explore the university.
The rest of the ground floor of the Mitchell Building was, I found, given

up to history (two small rooms, one for the professor, one for the
lecturer), mathematics, philosophy, French, and a lecture theatre. I
then went upstairs. That was where the Barr Smith Library was housed
all of it. It was in charge of Mr Clucas, and he was assisted by Mr
Hotham and Miss Rogers (who is still alive). Mr Clucas, the Librarian,
who also ran the public examinations system for the state, was small in
physique but a disciplinarian of the old school very much pre- dating

the days of departmental self - government and of `doing your own
thing'. His duties were heavy and his hours were long but his books were
his babies and he was always dashing about between the shelves and the
tables to see that they were being well treated. Woe betide the student

who marked a book or mauled a page. He even took on the academic
staff. Later I overheard an exchange between him and the unlikeable
law professor, who threatened him with a libel action. His dutifulness
resulted in many stories against him, probably apocryphal in the main,
but, like Mr Hodge, Mr Clucas served the university well over the
years and did his part in giving and keeping its high standards. He loved

music as well as books and was a pioneer of the high quality
gramophone. From the library I walked across to the wing, still on the
same floor, where the classics department had its lecture hall and two

rooms, one of which, the professor's spacious and handsomely
furnished study, would become very familiar to me. The walls of the
lecture hall and passages were lined with pictures of classical Greece and
Rome.
I then went downstairs and outside to look over what later came to
be called from our American allies from whom Australia is learning
so much the campus. On the ground floor of the classics wing was the
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physics department, and on the opposite side the chemistry and geology

departments. Then came the students' room, the progenitor of the
Union

a big single room with some tables, mainly at one end, and
chairs and benches against the walls. A few pictures brightened the
walls, they were mainly of university boats and crews, but, in pride of
place, there was one of the Prince of Wales given during his visit a few
months earlier. Students held their various club meetings here and
whiled away their time between lectures. No food and no beverages
were served. In fact no food or beverages were served on the university
campus at all. No women students, at this time at least, came into the
room. The only other building of note on the campus was the Elder
Conservatorium. It is still with us. In the Elder Hall university
functions, such as convocation, were held. The Darling Building was
going up but I think little if any of it was in use in 1921. There were also a

few temporary structures, built of timber.
The campus itself, small as it now is, was still smaller in 1921. On
the eastern side, from about where the Bonython Hall now stands, were
the grounds of the Exhibition Hall. They were given over to the annual
show and to other functions. If my memory is not at fault the grounds
went all the way down to the river, then an undeveloped jungly stream.
The Victoria Drive did not exist, still less the bridge. On the western side

was the Teachers' Training College, the Archives, and a few other
survivals from the days of the British garrison. Although there were a
couple of asphalt tennis courts on the campus most of the sport was
done on the opposite side of the river, as today. The Waite Institute had
been started but was remote and scarcely a going concern. The small
size of the 'university grounds and buildings was an expression of the
small size of the student body.
I have found it difficult, though I have had all possible help from
Mr Edgeloe and Mr Wesley Smith, to get precise figures for the early
'twenties, especially as regards the breakdowns into courses and sexes.
Statistics were not then kept as they are now another expression of
the small size and the easy -going attitudes which a small size permitted.

It will be enough to say here that in 1921 the full -time students
numbered less than 400. Today the total number of students is over
9,000. There were 108 doing medicine (today there are about 800), 110
doing engineering (today over 600), 94 doing law (today over 600), and
there were about 30
only 30
doing arts (today about 3,000). The

proportion of part -time and non graduating students, on the other
hand, was much higher than now. The biggest quota of part -time
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students came from the Teachers' Training College, though the newly

established commerce diploma accounted for a sizeable number.
Another sign of the small size of the university was the number of
graduates receiving degrees at convocation. The year I graduated the
number was 81 (today it is over 1,500 and there are three separate
ceremonies as well as several small ad hoc ones). There were in fact
about the same number of full -time students at Adelaide University as
there were students at my college in Oxford. At Adelaide, as at Balliol, a

student knew every one of his fellow students, at least by sight. This
made for a close -knit community. Women students, above all those full

time, were few; fewer, I would guess, than ten per cent.
As for the professors, one knew them not only by sight but well
enough to greet them when passing them, always, of course, raising
one's hat to them as also to all members of the opposite sex. Normally,

by the way, one wore a hat in those days: without a hat you were,
conspicuously, not properly dressed. There were only 14 or 15
professors, and the rest of the full -time academic staff amounted to only
22. Less than 40 academics all told! Not all the professors had a lecturer

to help them. Moreover, readers, like tutors, did not exist. Professor,

later Sir William, Mitchell was professor of philosophy and gave
courses on psychology as well as being vice chancellor. He had no
assistant. Professor Henderson was responsible until about 1923, when
Sir Archibald Strong arrived, for English as well as for history and he

had only a lecturer, Wilfred Oldham, and an assistant, of undefined
status, Miss Walker (later Mrs Casson). Most of the teaching in the
professional schools, notably in law and medicine, was done part -time
by eminent practitioners in the profession concerned.
The salary of professors had, owing to the war -time inflation, not
long been raised from £800 to £ 1,100, that is to say to $2,200. This figure

is a reminder of the very gross inflation we have suffered in the last
decade or two: money has lost its value dramatically. In 1921 you could
buy a suit for £3 or £4, a good house in the best suburbs for £ 1,000. The
pay was good and the professors only the professors were entitled

a term
to sabbatical leave but enjoyed none of the fringe benefits
redolent of the part trade unionism and its attitudes have come to play
in our life. No fringe benefits such as study leave, long service leave, 17'/2
per cent loadings for recreation leave, 90 odd per cent loans on housing,

and so on. Lecturers were treated as a lower form of life than the
including Mitchell, who, poor Scot though he was in
professors
origins, was said, perhaps with exaggeration, to regard lecturers as
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members of the plebs. Some 28 years later in 1949, I was invited to
become professor of history and came out to look over things on the
spot. Poor Wilfred Oldham was still lecturer, after about 30 years, and
he told me that he had been unable to afford to send his children to the
university. His son, he said, was working his way through to a degree as

a demonstrator. Oldham's salary was, if my memory is not at fault,
around £500 - £600 a year. Oldham might have exaggerated a little but

Madigan, the geology lecturer, who was famous overseas for his
pioneering work in Antarctica and in Central Australia (incidentally
my brother Robert was with him when he made his famous journey
across the Simpson Desert in the 'thirties), was, I found, embittered in
his last years by his indigence.
Looking back on the 30 odd full -time staff at Adelaide in the early
'twenties, and comparing them with the academic staff in the two other
universities, Oxford and Stanford, where I studied during that decade,
they were a notable group
notable for their intellectual quality, for
the stimulus they gave to students, and for their personalities.
Mitchell himself, taciturn and reserved but dominating the

university, was good enough in philosophy to be made the Gifford
Lecturer. He was conservative by the standards of today, but he had
quality and insisted on quality. He was unflinching about personal
standards. When the scandal blew up about the law professor, Coleman
Phillipson he had been discovered taking a fee for coaching a student
in a subject in which he would be the examiner Mitchell insisted on
his going. Henderson, perhaps closest to Mitchell personally Scots,
according to Dr Johnson, and to his annoyance, always prefer fellow
Scots
though born in Australia had been educated at Oxford, and
had taught there. His wife, an English poetess, had left him and he used
to live at the Adelaide Club. He was a good historian
his books on
colonial and Pacific history are still consulted and a good if stern and

distant teacher. But personal tragedy overwhelmed him. Not long
before I left for Oxford he resigned, retired into the bush in New South
Wales, and some years later committed suicide. His story has been
touched on with delicacy and loyalty by Mrs Casson, herself now dead

for a decade or more.
Although I switched over in my third year from honours classics,
because my Greek was such that I would have missed a first, to honours
history, Professor Henry Darnley Naylor was the professor of whom I

saw most. I kept in touch with him over the years. He resigned,
prematurely, while I was at Oxford and I used to see him in Switzerland,
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where he resumed his boyhood and Cambridge days of love of
mountains, and in the Lake District where he lived. Darnley Naylor,
who had been a fellow of his college at Cambridge, as distinguished in
athletics as in scholarship, and whose schooling had been at St Peters,
the school attached to the minster at York, where his father had been

9

year. But what struck me most about Wilton, with whom, as an
enthusiast for the League of Nations and against war, I had some

L

organist and director of music, was an exceptionally stimulating
teacher. He also found time for writing: his books on the poet Horace,

on Latin word order are still respectable. In Greek his love was for

contact
we once marched together to a peace meeting in Botanic
Park sparsely attended, alas was that he was an authentic mystic,
perhaps a saint. There is a memoir on him and some of his writings in
the university library, unread, unknown.
You will have divined already that most of the thirty odd full time academic staff was either British or had been trained in Britain.

That illustrated the close ties, of fact as well as of race, culture,

Euripedes, Plato and Thucydides. But above all he was a citizen of the
world an internationalist whose over - riding concern was to work for

sentiment and political union, which prevailed. The British Empire was
very much alive. People, all people, spoke of going to the British Isles as
going home, and hard as it is to believe today this was unselfconscious

preventing a repetition of the First World War. It was he who made
South Australia aware of the League of Nations.

The Scottish genius was well represented at the Adelaide

and said without a trace of affectation.
As for the students, the average quality was good, while the best
was very good. Up to the Second World War Adelaide students at
Oxford had an exceptional rate of getting firsts. On that late February
day when I was exploring the campus I ran into Florey. He had been

University of those days, a university which indeed had more affinity
with Scottish universities than with English. The professor of chemistry

was Rennie, of physics was Kerr Grant, and the ex- professor of
anatomy was Watson who though officially retired still worked in his
laboratory and raised the dust around the campus with his old motor
bicycle. His successor, Wood Jones, was, like Osborn, the professor of
botany, brilliant in speech as well as in science. Both were English and
were destined to leave before long, Osborn to the Regius professorship
at Oxford (his son Peter is back in South Australia as a clergyman).

selected as the Rhodes Scholar and a few months hence would be sailing
for England. In subsequent years I got to know Florey well. He was the

most outstanding student of his years but not the only outstanding
student. Sir Hugh Cairns, from Riverton, was already at Oxford and
was destined to become a leading brain surgeon in London, while Sir
Miles Formby left later, about the same time as myself, and he was
destined to become a leading London surgeon. Sir Claude Gibb was
doing engineering and later went to Britain to end up as head of the
great firm of Parsons and one of the production tycoons during the

Professor Cleland, the pathologist, a member of an old Adelaide
family, had a Darwin -like passion for all branches of natural history.

He was a pioneer in studying the Aborigines too. For music the
professor was another gifted Englishman, Harold Davies, the brother

of Sir Walford, Master of the King's Musick in England. Harold

Second World War. Lord Robinson also went to Britain and ended up
as chairman of the Forestry Commission and with a peerage. Sir Mark
Oliphant, known in Australia rather than in Britain, was studying for
his B.Sc. (part -time while working as a demonstrator or technical
assistant in the physics laboratory. Before that he had been a cadet in
the Public Library). He left for Cambridge on an 1851 Exhibition
Scholarship a year or two after I had left and he got into Rutherford's

Davies' long tenure of his chair did much for music in Adelaide as well
as for the university. Professor Chapman, a striking figure, had most to

do with giving Adelaide's Engineering School its high standing.
Another memorable figure was Mawson. His fame is too secure to need
any recapitulation of his work. The portrait in the Bonython Hall gives

a hint of his good looks and personality.
Perhaps most remarkable of all the academics was Wilton, the
professor of mathematics. In his boyhood and youth he had become as

famous Cavendish Laboratory, about which he has written an

noted for his feats in walking in the bush as for his feats at Prince Alfred
College in topping his subjects. At Cambridge he distinguished himself

at a time when Bertrand Russell and A. N. Whitehead were at their
height in mathematics. He became a Quaker and a pacifist. Further, as a
hobby, he became a Dante scholar. He read the Divine Comedy once a
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interesting account.
Naturally, it was my fellow arts students I saw most of. There were
only about 30 of us full -time arts students, and of them only about six
were men. Of the men our senior was Sorby Adams, later Canon Sorby
Adams, who not long afterwards disappeared from the Australian
scene until his old age, giving his life to missionary work in South -East
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Asia. After him was Leidig, son of a Lutheran clergyman, a good
classic, a good pianist, and a tennis half -blue, who also disappeared, in
his case to Germany; I understand that he never came back to Australia.
T. S. Opie, from the Unley bakery family, another who disappeared, to

work in psychology, also, I believe, did not return. Paul McGuire,
another of the six, in due course went to London and in due course
returned. He is, happily, still with us. Thomas, the sixth (after myself), is
just a vague memory; all I recall about him were his attractive manners
and that he had a car. Mark Mitchell was the only other student at the
university in those' days who had a car, though several, including myself

for a while, had a motor cycle.
The main difference between the university half a century ago and
the difference in
the university today has already been made clear
size. Its much smaller size was related to the size of South Australia as
well as to the rarity of university people. The population of South
Australia was then less than half a million. Today it is about a million
and a quarter. The population of Adelaide was then about 300,000.
Today it is three times that. Not only did you see only one man where
today you see three, but that one man was not motorized whereas today
all three are motorized and often twice over. A huge difference, two
cars to a family. In 1921 there were only 11,000 cars and 750 trucks in all
South Australia as compared with over half a million cars and 100,000
trucks of today. The internal combustion engine had not yet become the
monster, the moloch, of modern life. There were 300,000 horses in the

state. And to take account of the other primary conditioner of our
epoch; there were no wireless sets, no broadcasting stations, no T.V., no
the `consumer
pop singers. Nor did the second conditioner exist
goods'. Think of a world without plastics or nylon or coca -cola as well

as without our mass media!
Again, there was no industrialization. Holdens had started out at

Woodville but was a minor factor. Such few factories as existed
elsewhere were small. Farmers and graziers and the firms which
serviced (and often exploited) them dominated the economic scene.
Again, the peopling of South Australia was nearly all from the British
Isles except for the Germans. The Germans amounted to about a tenth
of the population but they were from the same tribe as the British
from the same North -West European race and culture. No one had
imagined the scale of migration which would happen after the Second
World War, or its inevitable effects of an American -type of peopling.
South Australia in 1921 might have been provincial and a little self
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satisfied, but it was an exceptionally rooted, stable, tension -free, and
wholesome community. Murder and other violent crime now of weekly
occurrence was most rare. The level of honesty and reliability was high.
Adelaide itself was an enchanting city to live in. Beatrice and Sidney
Webb, the founding Fabian Socialists, did not care for Australia or
Australians when they visited us around the turn of the century. But
they made an exception in favour of Adelaide. It recalled to Beatrice a
German residenzstadt, that is to say a capital city of one of the old
German kingdoms like Wurttemberg (incidentally the city of our Queen
Adelaide). Years later Swiss canton capitals like Neuchatel or Lausanne
reminded me of my Adelaide. Urbane rather than urban.
Then there was the zeitgeist, if one can be permitted this useful
German word
the spirit of the age, the values and the assumptions
taken for granted. I will try to identify a few of the traits characteristic of
the time.
One was that students and academics, like the population at large,
were what today would be called racist. One of several astonishing

some admirable
reversals of public opinion in my life time is the
reversal regarding the White Australia Policy. There has been such a
volteface within the last 15 years or so that it is difficult for those in their
thirties and less to understand what feeling about race and colour was
like among all but a handful of Australians. Darnley Naylor told me
about 1931, both of us living overseas at the time, that the man virtually
chosen to succeed him as professor of classics, an Oxford don, whom he
named, was suddenly discovered to be a West Indian with some African
blood. This was enough to get the decision cancelled at once. As late as

1952 -5 Lord Casey had trouble in his party and in cabinet about
bringing Asian students to Australian universities under the Colombo
Plan. It was feared that the public would not tolerate such an infraction

of the White Australia Policy. In the previous

a Labor

government Mr Calwell, then Minister for Immigration, refused to
relent about allowing Australian soldiers to bring to Australia Asian
wives they had married when serving overseas, not even those with
children.
Another trait was what is now called sexist. This too corresponded

to public opinion. In 1921 Freud had not been heard of

not in
Adelaide! Ms Greer had not been born. And students were elitist. They
had no doubts that they were doing more demanding things than tram
drivers and that their role and their place in society were superior. All
but the dozen who won a state bursary there were only 12 bursaries
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were there at the expense of their
for the whole of South Australia
parents: their fees, their books, their clothes, their board and lodging,
and their dues. I knew of only two or three students who were working
their way through. This meant that the average student did not come

from a working -class home. That fact remains though few if any
students came, on the other hand, from the rich business families. A
handful of these sent a son to Oxford or Cambridge but most of them
had no contacts with the university. Most of the rich were self -made men

and with relatively little formal education. The average father of the
average university student in the 'twenties was a professional man. But
this degree of economic determination was only one factor. Society
itself was still essentially traditionalist. Students by today's standards
practised surprisingly little informality. The men wore suits, not even

sports attire let alone jeans; their hair was cut short; they rarely
addressed one another by christian name. There was little, and I believe

still less sentimental contact between male and female students. We
males looked at the few girl students `with a wild surmise', but we stood

as far as possible from the post -war progress towards the French
preference for having the sexes well mixed.

In short, and without multiplying illustrations, it was a very
different university. But was it better? I, as an old diplomat steeped in
diplomatic caution, will have to limit myself to my point that it was

different. In some ways it undoubtedly was not better. It was more
provincial. Students had a more limited range of contacts and of
interest, though heavy inroads into our provincialism were under way.
The First World War made South Australians at large aware for the
first time of the outside world. Most families had a member or two at

the war, and among the students were quite a number of returned
soldiers, including some maimed. Incidentally, it was the war and the

hunger for news which it aroused that made the fortune of the
Advertiser newspaper. Hitherto educated people read the Register.
Soon, following the worldwide pattern of the good newspaper being
absorbed or destroyed by the less good, the Register disappeared.
South Australia remained however a long long way from Europe or
America, while Asia or Africa were not much more than names. We
were isolated, and in more ways than one, to a degree difficult to
understand today. Students today moreover have at their disposal a
vastly increased corpus of both knowledge and understanding and
vastly improved facilities.
The university was also more formal. This meant more style and
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more elegance than today but it also meant more stiffness. Thus we all
wore suits, and suits in those days before the advent of artificial textiles
and Palm Beach wear were all in wool. One had to wear a waist-coat too
as well as a coat. This could be, and often was, an agony in summer.
Starched collars had not yet gone out. The stiffness, the unnecessary
and the unintelligent stiffness, extended to behaviour
and to

judgments as well as to clothes
for instance to the treatment of
domestic servants (in those days the average middle class home had a
domestic or two), the treatment of prisoners and of men and women
falling by the way side, and to the treatment of social inferiors. There is
more reasonableness or wideness of view today. Perhaps there is a little
more kindness too. Certainly there is more realism about the variety,
and legitimate variety, of human beings and human tastes. It would
take a catholic taste indeed to like all beards or all trousers on view at
the university today, but life is better and more civilized for the pluralism

now accepted. While there are human beings there will always be

snobbery, if not over dukes and money then over pop singers and soccer

professionals. But the particular kind of cruel exaggerated class conscious snobbery of those years has gone. One of its forms in the

'twenties was snobbery towards the Teachers' Training College.
Yet the problem of balance remains. There is less snobbery, at least
of a certain kind, but also, and oddly, less tolerance, as witness the
riotous interference with free speech from your opponents, for instance
from Professor Eysenck in Sydney University recently. Yes, the
problem of balance remains. Where do you draw the line? When does
frankness become an invasion of your neighbour's privacy? What is lost
by the loss of reticence? The loss of good manners in certain quarters?
And as for knowledge, students often knew less then, and often were
less sophisticated, but why did they speak and write better English?
Recently I came across a gloomy article in the New York Times on the
decline of English in America. `So many of todays students', it went on,
`are such poor readers that text book publishers are finding it necessary
to simplify their language
simplifying the words and the sentences
and using fewer abstractions and more repetition': the writer ascribed
the trouble to letting students into the universities by the new easier
assessments.
My reminiscences end up with a squib if not anti - climax: and that
would be true to life, which always ends up with death, the supreme
anti climax. It is that the University of Adelaide in those far -off days
consisted, as does the University of today, of good, bad and indifferent.
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It expressed the zeitgeist of the society that was the South Australia of
1921, and expressed it with probity, dignity and some style. It served its

particular society, which was dominated by a not contemptible

VARIETIES OF VICE -REGAL LIFE

bourgeoisie, in the same way as the Oxford I later went to expressed and
served the British ruling class. The main difference was that the ruling
class in England ruled a world -wide empire and was still dominated by
an aristocracy whereas the ruling class in South Australia, as in
Stanford's California, was dominated by a plutocracy not long arrived.
The University of Adelaide was stiffer than today but it was also a more

with special reference to the constitutional role of
the governors of South Australia, 1890 -1927.
A paper presented to a meeting of
the Society on 5 August 1977

cheerful, a more light- hearted place because it was more hopeful.
Endlessly hopeful. The atom had not been split; thermo nuclear

P. A. HOWELL*

weapons now piled up in terrifying quantities had not been thought of;
population growth had not become explosive; the motor car was an

uncommon and rather amusing toy; industrialization was only
rudimentary; the mob had nowhere taken over, or fallen into the Amin -

like tyrannies which the ancient Greeks were sure mob rule always
ended up in; nor had the mass media, the mob's natural instrument,
come to be a major force in our culture.
Life looked good, endlessly hopeful, in 1921.

In a secret despatch dated 22 October 1919, addressed to Lord Milner,
the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Sir Ronald Munro - Ferguson,
Governor - General of the Commonwealth, reported that
The position of State Governors has been undermined by the constant

belittling of their office by a powerful section of the Press who [sic] never
cease to refer to them as `rubber stamps', and to taunt them with having no
employment save that of opening Flower Shows.'

Similar observations about newspaper attitudes towards those who
held vice -regal office have been made throughout the first 120 years of

Parliamentary government in Australia. Thus in 1860, Sir George
Bowen, the first Governor of Queensland, repudiated suggestions that
he should be `a roi fainéant' .2 In 1940, when the Sydney journalists had
forgotten the lesson they should have learnt from Governor Game's

dismissal of the Lang Ministry, Dr H. V. Evatt condemned their
intimations with some bitterness, charging them with being `utterly

I

subversive of the authority of the King's representative'.3 We live in an
age that is but slightly more enlightened.
When responsible or Parliamentary government was introduced to
the Australian colonies in the nineteenth century, each governor

retained power: to summon, prorogue, dissolve and recommend
measures to the legislature; to appoint ministers and dismiss them; to
preside over the Executive Council; to assent to Bills, or reserve them

*Dr Howell is a Senior Lecturer in History at the Flinders University of
South Australia, and author of The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,
1833 -1876 (Cambridge University Press, forthcoming).
I.
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for consideration in England; and to appoint judges, royal
commissioners, and civil servants. These `prerogative powers' were
conferred by imperial letters patent, and by the governor's commission
and instructions from the Crown; but together with any additional
powers conferred by the Constitution Acts and subsequent colonial
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issued to the Australian governors, from the 1850s until the present day,

is the notorious Clause VI, which still provides that, should the
governor see sufficient cause to dissent from the advice given by the
members of his Executive Council, `he may act in the exercise of his said

ministers.
As the Canadian writer, Alpheus Todd, pointed out, a constitutional

powers and authorities in opposition to the opinion of the Council,
reporting the matter to Us without delay, with the reasons for his so
acting'.8 The legality of this clause was challenged by Chief Justice
Higinbotham of Victoria in 1887,9 by (Sir) Edward McTiernan in

governor can never be held accountable, within the sphere of his
government, for the policy or conduct of public affairs. This
responsibility rests with his ministers, who share in the functions of
sovereignty or condition that they accept full responsibility for its

1926,10 and, less confidently, by Evatt in 1936." Evatt's views became
still more moderate after a well - wisher supplied him with copies of
written opinions which Governor General Munro - Ferguson had
solicited from Sir Samuel Griffith (Chief Justice of the High Court) and

legislation, he nearly always exercised them on the advice of his

exercise. It is the ministers who must answer to Parliament for what the
government does. But while it is ordinarily the governor's duty to accept

the advice of his ministers, his intelligent consent to that advice is

always necessary. He is bound to direct his ministers to furnish him with
the fullest information on every matter submitted for his approval, and
the ministers may perform no executive act in the name of the Crown

unless it has previously received his sanction. Thus the governor's
influence as a mediator between factions and parties, and as an
independent adviser on matters of policy, can sometimes be

considerable. Moreover, the exercise of his domestic political functions

can occasionally make the governor's task extremely difficult. He is
obliged to read and make judgments about the large volume of papers
crossing his desk. If he ever suspects that his ministers are acting from
corrupt, partisan or other unworthy motives, he has to resolve the
matter for himself.4 The Colonial Office staff used to warn governors to
resist the temptation to surround themselves with a camarilla of special
advisers distinct from the cabinet ministers.5 The advice was not always

heeded. For example, Sir Tom Bridges, who was Governor of South
Australia 1922 -27, played bridge at the Adelaide Club almost daily, and

struck up so close a friendship with the anti -Labor leader, Sir Henry
Barwell, that the Colonial Officer staff charged him with writing
`Barwellian' despatches no matter which party was in office.6 But in this,
as in some other matters, Bridges was an extreme case. Long before his

Professor Harrison Moore. These opinions had supported the
Governor - General's view that in a constitutional crisis he must `form his
own judgment' after an `independent exercise of discretion'.12 When Sir
John Kerr's book on the 1975 crisis appears, it may well be found that

he attaches great weight to this article by Evatt. Higinbotham and
McTiernan's criticisms of the Royal Instructions have never been
argued and determined in a court of law, and most authorities have
taken a different view. Todd, for example, observed that a governor
would try, by suggestion or remonstrance, to induce his ministers to
modify or abandon a policy or proceeding which he was unable to

approve. But, Todd added, `if his remonstrances should prove
unavailing, the governor is competent to require the resignation of his
ministers or to dismiss them from office, and to call to his councils a new
administration'.13
It is not for the present writer to pronounce judgment on the debate

about the legality of the Royal Instructions. As a matter of history,
however, Todd's view is the one which has prevailed in the Colonial
Office and its immediate successors, the Dominions and Commonwealth Relations Offices. The English civil servants have always made
precedent the basis of their professional practice. As a member of the
Colonial Office staff wrote in 1911: `The extent of the prerogative of the
Crown must be judged by the extent of its exercise'.i4 During the first

century of responsible government in what used to be called `the

time, whenever the legality of advice tendered by cabinet was in

Dominions', whenever a particular question arose about the powers of

question, it had become standard practice for the governor to consult
the chief justice, as the most likely source of sound legal opinion. As
Evatt noted, such consultations occurred `frequently'.?
Perhaps the most controversial part of the Royal Instructions

Secretary of State were generally notified to the governors of all states
and countries possessing similar constitutions. In time, a considerable

the Crown's representative in a particular territory, the matter was
always referred to London for decision. The rulings made by the
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body of pronouncements was built up. Governors have generally

an executive normally controlled by his ministers; he was also

considered themselves obliged to act in accordance with these imperial
interpretations of the meaning of their prerogative powers, unless and
until they are varied by the authority that made them. It is regrettable
that in the past forty years, most writers on Australian constitutional

answerable to the Crown as the only political link connecting the colony

conflicts seem to have been unaware of these rulings, which make
nonsense of much that has appeared in the press.
What was sauce for the state goose was sauce for the federal
gander, and vice versa. Thus, several of these imperial pronouncements
were relevant to the crisis which arose in Australia when Mr Whitlam

broke with all precedent and refused to go to the country after
Parliament had repeatedly denied him supply. For example, in
September 1908, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, the Earl of
Crewe, in response to a plea for advice in handling a constitutional crisis
in Queensland, ruled that a governor should refuse to accept ministerial
advice only if he felt such action would be supported by public opinion.

That is, he must be prepared to face the judgment of the electorate.I»
Sir John Kerr's rejection of his ministers' plans for carrying on the
government without supply was sufficiently vindicated by the public at
the ensuing election.
Meanwhile, in 1914, when Crewe's successor, Lewis Harcourt, was

asked to reconsider this ruling, in connexion with a Tasmanian
constitutional crisis, he held that one of the things a governor could not

do `except on the advice of Ministers' was to dissolve Parliament.
According to Harcourt's despatches of 5 June 1914, where a governor
remained convinced that an election should be called even though his
ministers, having the confidence of a majority in the lower house,
refused to acquiesce in a dissolution, that governor was entitled to find
new ministers who would agree to recommend a dissolution.»b Several
constitutional writers (e.g. Berriedale Keith, Eldershaw and Townsley)
have treated Harcourt's decision as a `definitive' pronouncement on the
nature of a governor's relationship with his ministers. It provided full

authority for Sir John Kerr to dismiss Mr Whitlam and send for Mr
Fraser. It also accorded with the classic doctrine a former Secretary of
State, Sir Michael Hicks Beach, had laid down in a despatch to the
Governor - General of Canada, declaring that each governor `has an
unquestionable constitutional right to dismiss his ministers, if, from
any cause, he feels it incumbent upon him to do so'."
As if his local responsibilities were not enough, for many years the
governor had a double duty: not only was he the constitutional head of

with the United Kingdom government. Whenever a matter touching
imperial interests (e.g., defence, customs duties or immigration) arose,
he was obliged to see that the mother country was not detrimentally
affected. Reconciling these two tasks was the most difficult of his
obligations, for, as the watchdog of the United Kingdom government
and the Crown, he could often find himself at odds with his ministers,
who had only to think of colonial interests and their own political
survival. This was an important, but by no means the only, reason why
the Crown refused to permit the enactment of `any provisions which
might be construed as absolutely binding the governor to accept any
advice tendered to him by his ministers for the time being'.18 With the
coming of Australian federation in 1901, the governor - general relieved

the state governors of some of this responsibility, but only some. As
Evatt J. demonstrated in the first Garnishee Case, New South Wales v.
Commonwealth of Australia (1932), as a result of federation:
sovereignty is distributed between the Commonwealth and the States. The
States have exclusive legislative authority over all matters affecting peace,
order, and good government as far as such matters have not been made the
subject of specific grant to the Commonwealth. And the authority of the
State covers most things which touch the ordinary life and well -being of

their citizens... .
As a result of this division of sovereignty, Evatt observed:
The Governors of the States are as much the representatives of His

Majesty for State purposes as the Governor - General of the Commonwealth is for Commonwealth purposes.19

After federation the imperial government continued to rely on state
governors to help promote anything that could have value for defence
purposes (e.g., harbour developments, railways and aviation), as well as
to supply news about trade and investment openings, opportunities for
migration, and first -hand reports on all manner of social, political and

scientific experiments. All governors remained agents of Downing
Street and Whitehall until the Balfour Declaration (1926) and the 1930
Imperial Conference fanned the winds of change.
In the Australian experience of Parliamentary government, South

Australia shares with Western Australia the distinction of having
witnessed no sensational public conflict between the state governor and

the other organs of government. But private conflicts there have
certainly been. Thus in 1891, Thomas Playford's second ministry was
incensed when Governor Kintore, without consulting his Executive
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Councillors, had his intimate friend, Chief Justice Way, appointed
lieutenant - governor. Cabinet therefore tried to humiliate the Governor

by withholding information about ministerial policies. Tension
heightened after one of Playford's ministers, the radical liberal, C. C.
Kingston, became Premier in 1893. Kingston sought to ignore the
Governor as much as possible, and carried on private correspondence
with the Colonial Office through the South Australian Agent General
in London. The Premier communicated less and less of what was
happening, and in the end, the papers which had to be formally
approved in the Executive Council were sent to the Governor so near
the time of meeting that he could not even read them through.20
In July 1893, Kingston began asking the imperial government to
permit a long interregnum to follow Kintore's retirement. He hoped to

save money and to secure the South Australian government's
participation in the nomination of future governors. Angered when the
Colonial Office had responded by prolonging Kintore's appointment,
Kingston proceeded to make the post unattractive by abolishing the
vice -regal expense allowance of £2,670 a year, so that a future governor
would himself have to find the salaries of his private secretary, aide -decamp, and domestic servants. Moreover, he demanded that these posts

be filled by South Australians, and announced that henceforth the
governor must pay income tax, his postal, telegraph and stationery
bills, and the insurance premium on the contents of government
house.21 The Colonial Office resolved to try to bring Kingston to his
senses by sending out someone capable of meeting his own expenses.

After a year's search had produced nothing but refusals from the
imperial government's supporters,22 Lord Ripon managed to persuade
a very wealthy baronet, Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton, to accept and the

appointment was announced the day before Kintore's term finally
expired. Thereupon Kingston moved to render the post less attractive
still by bringing down a Bill to reduce the governor's salary from £5,000
to £4,000. Kingston was ultimately persuaded to pay for those of the
governor's telegrams which were certified to be on public service, and to
let Buxton bring out his own staff. But after Buxton and his family had
sailed from Tilbury, the Premier instructed the Commissioner of Police
never again to lend the governor a horse or trap, nor to provide fodder
for the Government House orderly's horse. As final pinpricks, when
Buxton arrived in Adelaide, he was greeted by news that the Governor's
Salary (Reduction) Bill had passed both Houses, and by a demand for

25 per cent customs duty on a carriage he had had especially
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constructed to ease the ordeals of travel for his invalid wife.23 To cap

this inauspicious beginning, Buxton rejected the bizarre notion
propagated by the Treasurer, F. W. Holder, that `it was opposed to
constitutional law for the Governor to exercise any discretion on any
matter on which his Ministers advise him'.24 When Kingston advised
him to assent to the Governor's Salary Bill, he reserved it for imperial
consideration, pointing out that imperial statutes obliged him to do
so.25 Later Kingston brushed aside frequent admonitions from Buxton
and left the office of chief secretary vacant for several weeks, following
the resignation of J. H. Gordon, at the height of the celebrated Adelaide
Hospital scanda1.26 Nevertheless, the government welcomed the change

from Kintore's condescending manner, and Buxton's gentle courtesy
and unassuming friendliness disarmed all radical criticism. Meanwhile,
the Premier found that Buxton shared his enthusiasm for political and
social reform, and by January 1896 the Sydney Bulletin could report:
`Kingston declares Governor Buxton and his flock to be the most
genial, sociable and common sense family who have ever inhabited the
Adelaide vice -regal mansion'.
The tension which had characterized Kingston's dealings with the
Earl of Kintore reappeared after the arrival of Buxton's successor, Lord
Tennyson, son of the poet laureate. In the present century, similar
private conflicts bedevilled the Premierships of John Yerran, Crawford
Vaughan and John Gunn, for, sad to relate, some of the first Labor
cabinet ministers in South Australia were either ignorant or disdainful
of constitutional conventions and the rights of the Crown's
representative.
The private, confidential, and secret correspondence passing
between Government House and London throws much light on matters
which have hitherto been puzzling. For example, it is well -known that
in 1904 the Labor leader, Tom Price, and the leader of the Liberals, A.
H. Peake, made a compact providing that whenever their alliance had
the numbers to form a coalition government the premiership should go
to the leader of the party holding the larger number of House of
Assembly seats. As a result of this compact, Price became Premier when
the alliance came to power in 1905. The 1906 elections left Labor as the
numerically stronger partner and Price continued as Premier. But when
Price died less than three years later, Peake forgot about the compact

and accepted a commission from Governor Bosanquet to form a

ministry. It seems the Governor knew of the compact, for he was not
surprised when Labor members accused Peake of treachery and refused
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to serve under him. The Liberals had only nine members in a House of
42, while Labor had 19 members; but the Governor was saved from
embarrassment when the Conservative opposition agreed to support a
ministry composed entirely of Liberals.
These mysterious proceedings are explained by Bosanquet's letters
of 15 April and 10 June 1909, to Sir Francis Hopwood, the permanent
head of the Colonial Office. In April 1909, the Governor had called on
the then Premier, Price, who was lying ill at Mt Lofty. Price confided

that he intended to resign in June and to recommend that another
Labor M.P., John Verran, be commissioned as the new Premier.
Nevertheless, the Governor decided that because Verran had never held
cabinet rank, Peake was `the proper person to be sent for'. Bosanquet
acted in accordance with this conviction when Price died. The Labor

caucus then met and let Government House know that it was
nominating for the premiership F. W. Coneybeer, who had held office
for a few months as Minister for Education. The Liberals' leader, on the
other hand, had had four years' experience as Treasurer and Attorney
General, and he had been Acting Premier during Price's absences from
Adelaide. Annoyed by Labor's persistence, Bosanquet stood by his
original choice, on the ground that Labor had `no politician really fit to
take Mr. Peake's place at present'. The Secretary of State, Lord Crewe,
supported the Governor's right to select Price's successor. On 23 May
he wrote `The question of advice given by an outgoing Prime Minister is
a curious one. Here [in England] it is not suffered to be given unless
asked for, and when given is not always taken'.27
Again, consider the perplexity of Dr Evatt and Sir Zelman Cowen
over the British government's refusal to accept the suggestion made by

five Australian state governments in 1925 that, for the future only
Australian citizens should be appointed to the position of governor.
Early in that year, Governor Sir Tom Bridges gained permission to take
six months' leave of absence in advance of his entitlement. However he
did not let the Secretary of State know, until a few hours before he was
due to board ship, that the Lieutenant - Governor, Sir George Murray,

C.J., would be away on leave during the whole of the Governor's
absence. To fill the resultant hiatus, the Acting Chief Justice, Thomas
Slaney Poole, was proclaimed Administrator of the government. All

went well for three months. But then, early one morning, His
Excellency was disturbed by the noise of a gang of men knocking down
the high stone wall which used to run along the western boundary of the
grounds of Government House. Poole had seen newspaper reports that
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some members of the Gunn Labor ministry had had discussions with

the Soldiers Memorial Committee about using the whole of the
Government House grounds as the site for a War Memorial. The
Corporation of the City of Adelaide had also seen these reports, and

seized the chance of seeking a gift of a 6.1 m - wide strip of the
Government House grounds for the purpose of widening King William

Road. As a result, the Commissioner of Crown Lands told the press
that the government proposed to transfer the western strip to the City
Corporation, and contemplated purchasing another residence for the
Governor.28 It was not anticipated that any step would immediately be
taken, until suddenly, without notice to the Administrator, demolition
of the wall was begun.
Poole at once sent a memorandum to the Premier asking to be
informed of the ministry's intentions. Gunn replied that it was intended
to transfer the land to the Corporation, but declined to answer Poole's
query as to the rest of the grounds. Poole pressed the Premier on this
latter point, and asked to be advised of the legality of the proposed
action. Gunn's reply evaded the Administrator's questions. Poole then
wrote again pointing out that ministers had a duty to inform him of any
important decision they might make, that the officer administering the
government had a right to be advised, if he desired it, of the legality of
any proposed action, and that until satisfied of the legality, he `would
give no assistance to any executive action which might be necessary to
carry out [the ministry's] projects'.29 The Premier did not reply. True to
his word, Poole proceeded to lead the Cabinet a very merry dance for

the next few weeks, querying ministerial plans and policies, and
demanding reports on a wide variety of matters from the civil service,
especially from the Crown Law Department, with a meticulousness and

conscientiousness that made it plain he would suffer no attempt to
hoodwink him. When Governor Bridges returned from England, he
found the Cabinet begging for mercy. In fact, the ministers waited upon

Bridges to announce that they had entirely dropped the movement
against importing governors from Britain. With characteristic
discourtesy, they said this was not due to Bridges' personal popularity,
but to the difficulty they had experienced in getting their measures past
Poole.30 King George V was vastly amused, and the Gunn ministry's
about face made it much easier for the Secretary of State to reject the
other four Labor governments' plans for Australian governors.

The real reason for the rejection, of course, was that, in 1925,
governors still had the dual function of being agents of the government
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of the United Kingdom, as well as constitutional rulers, and it was
obvious that an Australian could not perform the first of these roles as

efficiently as someone who had been close to public affairs in the
mother country. However, in the wake of the Imperial Conference of
1930, the imperial government appointed a High Commissioner in
Canberra, and trade commissioners in Melbourne and Sydney. As
other offices were opened in other cities, the High Commissioner and

his deputies became the imperial government's men in the various
capitals. This development eliminated what had generally been the
most onerous aspect of the duties of the governors and governors general.
Most governors have been able to help their ministers in various

ways. Thus in the nineties, Buxton wholeheartedly supported the
movement to federate the Australian colonies. At his own expense he
attended, as an observer, the Federal Convention debates in Sydney
and Melbourne, as well as the ones in Adelaide, and he did a great deal

of discreet lobbying to help resolve disagreements between the
delegates. His best technique was the giving of private dinner parties,
where various protagonists could sort out their differences.

Again, in 1911, Bosanquet sympathized with Labor's plans to
curtail the Legislative Council's power of veto. One factor in the
appointment of Admiral Bosanquet had been the imperial
government's hope that he might stir some action to upgrade South

Australia's port facilities, which were just about the worst in the
Empire. The Legislative Council frustrated all plans for harbour
development. Consequently when the imperial government was, rather
foolishly, asked to intervene in the Yerran government's conflict with
the upper house, Bosanquet suggested ways in which his ministers could

strengthen their case.31 However, they lost his support when they
sought to force the Secretary of State's hand by tacking extraordinary
items (for the establishment of government brickworks and a
government timberyard) on to a Supply Bill, thus ensuring its rejection
by the Legislative Council. The resultant crisis, in the Governor's view,
was of the ministry's own making.32
Bosanquet supported both Peake and Yerran in fighting for South
Australia's causes, especially in the boundary dispute with Victoria and

the struggle for a fair share of Murray water. The Yerran ministry,
however, tended to be over - deferential in dealing with the federal
Labor Prime Minister, Andrew Fisher. Before signing a proclamation transferring the Northern Territory to the Common-
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wealth in 1911, Bosanquet stiffened his ministers' resolve to exact
performance of the quid pro quo (agreed on long before), the building
of the Oodnadatta -Pine Creek rail link; and he successfully challenged

Field Marshal Lord Kitchener's recommendation that the line be

diverted through western Queensland instead of passing through Alice
Springs.33

Yerran and his colleagues were at first equally timorous in
handling militant unionism. Serious industrial strife in 1910 culminated
in a transport workers' strike. The police had difficulty in quelling a riot
in North Terrace, and rumours of famine were rife, for the members of
the Drivers' Union, by direct action, stopped all carriage of goods in
Adelaide. But when the strikers began accosting women who were
wheeling home their families' food supplies in babies' prams, and seized

and dumped on the pavement everything but the infants and their

swaddling- clothes, the Governor concluded that a whiff of grapeshot
was opportune. He summoned his ministers and told them that unless
they did something more than utter pious platitudes he would have the
armed services brought into the city. The Chief Secretary immediately
ordered the Mounted Police to clear the streets, and no further breach
of the peace occurred while the strike was being settled by the Court of
Industrial Appea1.34 Yerran became indecisive again during a grapepickers' strike at Renmark, in April 1911. Five fruitgrowers' homes
were burnt down and the water in horse- troughs was poisoned. Feeling
in the riverlands ran high when a nightwatchman guarding a vineyard
was shot. Once more the Governor stirred his ministers into action and
the crisis was resolved.35 Examples could be multiplied, but it is hoped
that those offered will serve to illustrate my thesis that the governors
have often been considerably more than an ornamental appendage to
the South Australian political system.
In concluding this part of my lecture I would like to make a plea. In
recent decades, the Australian Joint Copying Project, sponsored by the
National and Mitchell Libraries, has been filming the Australian
material which the Colonial, Dominions and Commonwealth Offices
have deposited in the Public Record Office, London. Unfortunately our
State Library stopped purchasing the films of South Australian
correspondence when the project reached the year 1900. This is an
absurd situation, for it means that local historians working on the
modern history of this state suffer a handicap borne by none of their
counterparts in other states. Again, the funding of the Joint Copying
Project has not kept pace with inflation, and in the last five years it has
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sometimes looked as if it had collapsed. Copies of many of the
governors' despatches have been kept in Adelaide, but this does not
apply in the case of most of those dealing with sensitive issues. Besides,
the governors regarded their private and secret correspondence with
officials in London as their own personal property, to be taken home or

destroyed on their retirement. Indeed, many of the letters in these

categories were written in the governors' own hands, and one suspects
that no copies of the originals, now in the Public Record Office, were
prepared. They constitute a unique and rich source for political and
social historians. Again, those copies of the governors' official
telegrams kept in Adelaide are in code, and past and present private
secretaries to the governors have advised that whenever a new code is
adopted, the superseded one is destroyed. In the absence of any keys,
the telegrams carefully preserved in our State Archives are useless.
London has the answer to this problem as well, for the junior staff in the
Colonial Office and its successors wrote an English rendering on the
face of every coded telegram received, and these too, for the period
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rather dull. The other governors entered into their duties with greater

Zest and panache, and were generally more colourful. While any
selection must be arbitrary, let me give two examples: Buxton and
Bridges. In doing so I must acknowledge my indebtedness to a grandson
of the former
Mr Ronald de Bunsen, of Upshire, Essex and the
daughter of the latter
Mrs J. Lees Milne, of Badminton,
Gloucestershire
who kindly let me use papers now in their
possession. 1 am also indebted to Mr C. Legh Winser, now of Barwon
Heads, Victoria, who was private secretary to the governors, 1915 -40.
Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton, 3rd Bart (1837- 1915), was a bundle of
curious paradoxes: a brewer who supported the temperance movement;
an Evangelical who commissioned a crucifix for his favourite church; a

superb horseman, who often galloped around the Adelaide parklands
before breakfast, but who could only twice be persuaded to attend a

race meeting; and though a grandson of that immensely wealthy
financier, Samuel Gurney (who was known as `the bankers' banker'), he

down to 1947, are available for consultation in the Public Record
Office. So my plea is that this Society consider urging the South
Australian Libraries Board to resume its purchasing of the South
Australian materials filmed by the Joint Copying Project, and further
request the Libraries Board to lend whatever encouragement it can to
the continuation of the filming, so that access to these invaluable
records will not continue to be the prerogative of the few who can spend

long periods of research in London.
*

In addition to their importance to the political, constitutional and

social historian, the Crown's representatives in South Australia have
been a fascinating set of individuals. In the first 110 years of responsible
government they were of three varieties: those who had had careers in

politics, the civil service or the colonial service

such as Daly,

Fergusson, Le Hunte and Galway; members of the nobility or landed
such as Kintore, Buxton, Tennyson and Weigall; and those
gentry
who had attained high rank in one of the armed services, such as
Bosanquet, Hore- Ruthven, Dugan and Norrie. On the whole, those
belonging to the first of these groups played the most significant role in
public affairs, but they tended to be less concerned with things of the
mind and spirit, and in one or two instances their personalities were

Sir Fowell and Lady Victoria Buxton In ceremonial attire, 1897, supported by two of their daughters
(Victoria and Constance), their aides -de -camp (including their second son, Noel, centre rear), and
private secretary.
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gave away most of his own fortune. From childhood he was trained to
carry on the tradition of public service established by earlier members

of his family, notably his paternal grandfather, Sir Thomas Fowell
Buxton (1786- 1845), who had been made a baronet for his labours for
the abolition of slavery and for criminal law reform, and his great -aunt,
Mrs Elizabeth Fry (1780 - 1845), the prison reformer. He was educated
at Harrow and Trinity College, Cambridge. At the age of twenty -one,
just a few days after he had completed the final exams for his degree, he
succeeded to the baronetcy, plus responsibility for his eleven younger

brothers and sisters, and considerable landed estates and business
interests, including the principal partnership in the great Spitalfields
brewing firm of Truman, Hanbury and Buxton, where he worked for
three decades. In that same year, 1858, he was appointed J.P. and D.L.

for the counties of Norfolk and Essex, and, as a zealous student of
natural history, was elected F.R.G.S.

Long prominent as a chairman and speaker at Exeter Hall
meetings, Buxton devoted colossal amounts of time, energy and money
to religious and charitable causes. He served for more than fifty years in
executive posts in the Church Missionary Society and the British and
Foreign Bible Society. He took a leading part in organizing relief for the
negroes liberated by the American Civil War, became Vice - President of
the Aborigines Protection Society, joined the committee of the Anti
Slavery Society, and successfully promoted the amalgamation of these

organizations. He also became a committeeman and principal
benefactor of the London Hospital (near his brewery, and still the
second - largest teaching hospital in the metropolis), the Consumption
Hospital, at Hampstead (a vast institution in those days when 15,000

Londoners died each year from tuberculosis), and of the Home for
Freed Women Slaves, in Cairo. Other causes he worked for throughout

his life included suppression of the opium traffic in the orient, and
advocacy of home defence. He accepted a commission in the 2nd Tower
Hamlets Volunteers, became their colonel, 1864 -83, and their honorary

colonel, 1884 -1903. He helped to found the Commons Preservation
Society in 1865, and financed lawsuits through which it saved open
spaces for public use. He was Verderer of Epping Forest for thirty years,

and enlarged its unenclosed area by gifts of his own oak and beech
woods. He paid for the complete restoration of the medieval Lady
Chapel of Waltham Abbey, which had been in a ruinous condition for
some centuries, and for the building of St Thomas's Church, Upshire.
Elected M.P. for King's Lynn in 1865 in the Liberal interest,
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Buxton's advocacy of disestablishment of the Church of Ireland cost

him his seat three years later. While he lacked personal political
ambition, his devotion to the Liberal cause enabled the party whips to
persuade him to contest Tory strongholds four times in the next twelve
years. Meanwhile, he had a term as High Sheriff of Norfolk, and was a

member of the Essex County Council from its inception. His

chairmanship of school boards in Essex and the East End of London
prompted him to tour the United States and Canada with his cousin, W.
E. Forster, in 1874, to study the working of public education in those
countries. While there, he became interested in federalism, and he
subsequently became a promoter of the Imperial Federation League.
He represented the United Kingdom at several European conferences
on slavery and Central African affairs. In 1880, Gladstone sought to
reward his services with a peerage. Buxton declined it because he was
proud to be the bearer of the style and name made famous by his
grandfather, like whom he preferred to be addressed as Sir Fowell, not
Sir Thomas. Perhaps it was just as well. From 1882 he attacked the
aggressive policies Gladstone had begun to pursue in Egypt and
elsewhere. He became increasingly critical of the effects of British
imperial practice on the subjugated peoples of Africa and Asia, and it
was in hopes of improving the record that he accepted a directorship in
the luckless British East Africa Co. Nevertheless, and here is another
paradox, it was on the question of Irish home rule that he finally broke
with the Liberal Party in 1886. He toured India and Ceylon in 1887 -8,
busying himself with the problems of missionary work.
In 1862 Buxton had married Lady Victoria Noel, only daughter of
the first Earl of Gainsborough by his fourth wife, Frances, daughter of
the third Earl of Roden. Lady Victoria was a god- daughter of Queen
Victoria, for her mother was one of the Ladies of the Bedchamber from
1837 to 1873. The Buxtons had thirteen children, of whom five sons and

five daughters grew to adulthood. Though crippled by a spinal

condition from 1869, Lady Victoria led a remarkably busy life, and
exercised what was termed `an epistolatory apostolate', of far- reaching
effect.36

In March 1895, .Buxton was offered the governorship of South
Australia. After anxious and prayerful reflection he accepted. Of
seventy -one United Kingdom newspapers that noticed the appointment, about half expressed amazement that Lord Ripon had selected
someone outside the ranks of Gladstonian Liberalism, especially as
Buxton had been publicly denouncing the government's East African
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policy at meetings held only a few weeks before. But, as has already
been mentioned, Kingston's government had made the post singularly
unattractive, so that the imperial government had been engaged in a
fruitless twelve- months' search before Buxton was chosen, apparently
on the suggestion of his cousin Sydney (later Earl) Buxton, who had
become Parliamentary under secretary for the colonies.
Apart from his official duties, Buxton's life in South Australia
resembled the one he had led in England. Thus, mindful of the lesson of
Matt. 25: 31 -46, in England he had been actively involved in the work of

the Church Army, the established Church's answer to the Salvation
Army. In South Australia, he regularly visited and chatted with the
inmates of the Adelaide and Yatala gaols, the Home for Incurables, the
lunatic asylum and the refuges for the destitute. These institutions were
visited once or twice by most governors. But by the end of Buxton's first
year in Adelaide, it was said that they did not contain one long -term
inmate that he did not know well. The less fortunate members of society
`were never to him meré objects of pity, but individuals with lives and
interests of their own'.37 He took a particular interest in the aborigines
and travelled to remote parts of the province to meet them. He tried to

explain tribal land tenure and other customs to the whites, and
frequently exhorted the government, churchmen and pastoralists to
make amends for past mistakes. At home, his principal residence,
Warlies, in Essex, had been virtually the only country house in England

where, in a weekend party, one might meet up to a score of colonial
blacks.38

In Adelaide, it appears he was the first governor since

Hindmarsh to invite blacks to Government House; but he did so to
honour them, not to amuse his other guests.
Indeed, the Buxtons `brought Government House nearer to the
people than it ever was before'.39 In addition to all the usual

entertainments for the leading members of the community and
distinguished visitors, they continued to go out of their way to make
contact with those who lived in humbler circumstances. Lady Victoria
afterwards reminisced: `Our Garden Parties for State school- teachers,
for the police and their wives, the hospital nurses, the market gardeners

and their families [at Marble Hill], the Anglican Sunday- School
teachers, and such like, one looks back upon with real pleasure, and
also the [evening] parties for the Y.M.C.A. and the Y.W.C.A., the
G.F.S. and the Ministering Children's Leagues, the Home Reading
Circles, the Missionary meetings, etc.'.40 The Buxtons devoted their
talents to a host of religious, educational and charitable organizations,

Governor Buxton, Chief Justice Way and two Aborigines. Cartoon published in Quiz and the Lantern, 9
July, 1896.

and Government House became the meeting place of many committees

and working parties. In the month Sir Fowell assumed office,

a

journalist noticed that he had `given away more in a fortnight than
Kintore did in a year'.41 The new Governor's sympathy with those who
suffered in the drought of 1895 -8 took many practical forms. In three
years his gifts and expenditure in the province exceeded his salary by
£38,000.42 Lady Victoria had been a pioneer of the Church of England
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Mothers' Union in England. She became its first president in Adelaide,
and helped organize and inaugurate most of the thirty -nine suburban
and country branches established during her presidency. She persuaded
women from several other Protestant denominations to form their own
Mothers' Union. She founded the Associated Workers' League and
several clubs for working girls (including the Lady Victoria Buxton
Girls' Club, a branch of the Adelaide City Mission).
In his edition of The Webb's Australian Diary (p. 96), Professor
A. G. Austin claimed that Governor Buxton and his wife `were in a sense
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The Bank Holiday trippers in Epping Forest were never `drunk', only
`amusing themselves' ... How familiar was his account of ... the carters
in the Forest, summonsed for being asleep while driving! It was a shame to

fine them, they were `only so tired' after the long day's work, and, after
all, `the horses knew the rule of the road'.45

In Adelaide, Buxton took greater pains to cultivate his Premier
than any other governor has done. The fact that Kingston's sins of
adultery had been exposed in a Supreme Court case was irrelevant to
their relationship. A republican journalist actually criticized Kingston
for `stretching his legs under the Vice -Regal mahogany' several times

too refined for the job. They and their family were public- spirited
puritans, teetotallers and rigid in their attitude towards immorality.'
These remarks suggest that their author has misunderstood the

each week. When the same journalist was granted an interview at

prescribed by reverence and charity',43 and her husband's 'un-

spirits and fortified wines were the real enemy: beer was a wholesome
and healthy drink. Yet the Buxtons' private opinions did not restrict
their hospitality, and in their day wines and spirits flowed at least as
freely, at routine Government House dinners and receptions, as they
did in other periods.
It is true that the Buxtons' religious convictions made them rather
reluctant to patronize the theatre, and they were chided for attending
only amateur productions. However, they did a great deal to stimulate

Buxtons, and the nature of the community they served. He cannot have
seen the numerous reports of the unusual warmth of their personalities,
of Lady Victoria's `sparkling humour which knew no limits except those

quenchable laughter'.44 Puritanical, temperance advocates and moral
they might have been, but they always looked for the good in others,
and never sought to condemn any individual. On the contrary, it was a
matter of some notoriety in Essex that throughout the fifty -seven years
that Sir Fowell was chairman of the Epping bench he was the most
indulgent of magistrates:

i

Government House, he accepted the offer of some whisky, and found
himself regaled with almost a pint of it in the course of the next hour.46

A full length biography would be required to explain all the
paradoxes mentioned earlier, but something can be said about the
Buxtons and temperance. For them, as for many other Victorians,

Adelaide's musical life, which made it especially fitting that Sir Fowell's
last public duty here was the laying of the foundation stone of the Elder
Hall. Before leaving England, the Buxtons had never given a ba11,47 but
in this matter too they overcame their scruples handsomely. And while

the Kintores had introduced the barn dance to Adelaide, the Buxtons
pioneered children's balls. Some very moving letters preserved in Mr
de Bunsen's collection, from semi literate correspondents, show that
the invitations to these entertainments were widely distributed.
Buxton deplored the Coloured Immigration Restriction Bill, 1897,
but when he reserved it for imperial consideration, the Colonial Office
instructed him to assent to a similar measure if it exempted British

subjects from its operation. With the exception of the colonists'
_it
Harold
Cycling party, Government House, 1896, left to right: Capt. Guise, A.D.C., Mabel Buxton,
Noel
Buxton,
Victoria
Buxton,
the
Governor,
Buxton, Mr Conybeare (Priv. Sec), Leland Buxton,
Constance Buxton, Capt. Henniker, A.D.C.

racialism, as the Advertiser claimed six months after Buxton and his
family had returned to England: `no one could have more completely
identified himself with the aspirations of the people over whom he
ruled'.48 Presumably the present -day critic, quoted above, overlooked
that newspaper as well.
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The Jervoises (who pronounced their name `Jarvis'), the Buxtons
and the Tennysons were the only vice -regal families that made good use
of that costly white elephant, Marble Hill, as a summer residence and

that was the purpose for which it had been built. Most governors
couldn't stand the place, and preferred to summer by the seaside at
Glenelg, Robe, and especially Victor Harbour. The Kintores enjoyed it
in the springtime, when the countryside was fresh and the wildflowers
bloomed in profusion; but in the summer months, they found nothing
`with no neighbours hardly but
to compensate for its isolation
"Tomato Tom" [Playford] and "Bully [Sir Richard Chaffey] Baker ".49
The Bosanquets terminated their first visit after a severe earthquake
shook the house and made the tower sway ominously. Weigall was but
one of several governors who were agitated about the `constant danger'
of fire,50 the ultimate cause of the house's destruction. But in their
letters, journals and commonplace- books, the Buxtons waxed lyrical
about life in the hills. They took long rides, made paintings of the house

and its environs, studied the flora and fauna, looked beyond the
Playfords and the Bakers for company, and dutifully recorded the
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temperatures every day, delighting in the `delicious' coolness of the
evenings and the contrast with conditions on the Adelaide plains. As for

the present state of the house, there is much to be said for Sir Mark
Oliphant's view that it makes a noble ruin, and that architecturally it is
not sufficiently distinguished to merit restoration.
The Buxton's tie with South Australia was cemented in 1896 when

their third daughter, Constance Victoria, married the Rev. Bertram
Robert Hawker, son of G. C. Hawker of Bungaree, sometime Speaker
of the House of Assembly. For Adelaide, this was undoubtedly the
wedding of the century. Photographs of the occasion show many
thousands of people, lining King William Road in lines eight to ten
deep, to see the bridal party returning from St Peter's Cathedral to
Government House. This turnout was interpreted as a measure of the
affection with which the Buxtons were regarded.
In 1898, under the wills of Louisa Da Costa and Thomas Martin,
who had both died in England, Buxton became executor and trustee of
bequests to Adelaide charities totalling over £260,000. He carried out

the testators' wishes, but refused a personal legacy of £1,000 from
Martin. The Colonial Office staff suspected that he had set a precedent

which could `add a new terror to the position of an Australian
Governor'. Kingston's defence of Buxton's acceptance of the trusts
seemed to confirm their fears, but ultimately they let the matter rest.51

4 fir
Bridal group at Government House, 23 July 1896, after the marriage of Constance Buxton to the Rev.
Bertram Hawker.

Soon after the Buxtons arrived in England on leave at the end of
1898, their eldest son developed a near fatal illness and Lady Victoria's
condition became still more incapacitating and painful. For these and
other reasons, Sir Fowell resigned without returning to Australia. He
remained true to his undertaking to `stick up for South Australia',52 and
tried hard to prevent the imperial government from tampering with the

Constitution of the Commonwealth after it had been ratified by
referenda. In his last years he was mainly occupied with Church Army
work and his duties as President of both the Anti - Slavery Society (18991915) and the Missions to Seamen (1901 -15). `He used to say that the
real advantage of wealth was not the great house, but the "stray
sixpence in the pocket ".'53 Thus it was appropriate that when he died, in

October 1915, the event occurred in a relatively modest abode (Colne
Cottage) on his Cromer estates, because he had turned Colne House
into a hospital for soldiers wounded on. Flanders' Fields. His other
`great house', Warlies, became one of Dr Barnardo's homes for destitute
children. We may not see his like again.
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Sir (George) Tom Molesworth Bridges (1871 -1939) is a useful
example of my third group of governors. A soldier of genius and
incredible bravery, he was severely wounded five times, and thrice

nominated for a V.C. but on each occasion the recommendation fell
on stony ground because some of his most heroic feats were performed
when he was defying clearly expressed orders. For example, in the Boer
War he was twice mentioned in despatches and awarded the Queen's
Medal with six clasps, but he had no business being there at all: he had
twice been commanded to stay at a post in Nyasaland, but had galloped

off south in search of some more exciting action. He served in
Somaliland in 1902 -05, where he raised two regiments of tribal horse

and won the D.S.O. An accomplished linguist, his translation of
General Bernhardi's Reiterdienst was published with the title, Cavalry
in War and Peace (1910). He learnt its lessons well, for in August 1914

he led the last successful cavalry charge in the history of Western
European warfare.
Of all his exploits, the one most likely to make even a Walter Mitty

envious occurred later that same month, during the British forces'
retreat from Mons. At the railway station at St Quentin he found two

4

Sir Tom Bridges, c. 1927.

exhausted British battalions whose commanding officers had given the
mayor a written assurance that they would surrender, to save the town
from bombardment. He promptly relieved the mayor of this document,
but the men held a meeting and refused to budge unless a train was sent
to take them. However, most bestirred themselves after he issued an
ultimatum, letting them know he would leave no British soldier alive in
St Quentin. Meanwhile, the town square was swarming with stragglers
so jaded that they cared not what happened to them. Bridges found a tin
whistle and a drum in a toy -shop and, though he was suffering from a
shattered cheekbone and concussion, he and his trumpeter marched
round and round the square, `where the men were lying like the dead',
playing `The British Grenadiers' and `Tipperary'. The men rallied, and
he led them off to rejoin General French's army.54 This incident made
his name. It was celebrated in Sir Henry Newbolt's ballad, `The Toy
Band', which was later set to music by Sir Richard Paget, and in a film.
Made C.M.G. in 1915, he received many foreign decorations and rapid
promotion to major general.
Bridges lost his right leg at Passchendaele. The measure of the man
is apparent from his account of what happened, towards midnight on
that day, when he was waiting to be served up to the field surgeon. A
nurse with `a face rather like a horse' came and peered at him:
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'Is there anything you would like done ?' she asked, `just in case... ?'
'Things don't go all right ?' I suggested.
`Yes.' Tactless female! She expected me to say, 'Give this ring to my
mother.' Instead I beckoned her to come closer.
`What do you do with all the legs you cut off?'
She looked shocked but said, `Burn them.'
`Well,' I said, `don't burn mine. Give it to the lion mascot of the 19th
Division. He hasn't had meat today and he'll know what to do with it.
This is my last will and testament and if you don't I shall come back and
haunt you!'S"

Bridges' pet lion, incidentally, lived to the age of nineteen. Won in a Red

Cross raffle, and named Poilu', he was non persona grata with the
adjutant - general, and Bridges `had intimations from him that the
Commander -in -Chief disapproved and that Poilu should be sent away.
But the answer was "Come and take him ".' However, when Bridges was
invalided back to England, Poilu was sent home in charge of an aide -decamp, `and there was quite a party on board ship when he broke out of
his crate during a rough passage and took command of the vessel, tree-

ing crew and passengers on the bridge or in the rigging, until finally
induced by his "batman" to enter a first -class cabin.'56
In April 1917, Bridges accompanied A. J. Balfour to Washington,
to make arrangements for American participation in the war. Lloyd
George chose him to lead a second war mission to the U.S.A. a year
later. From September 1918 until November 1920 he headed the British
Military Mission to the Allied Armies of the Orient, with the rank of
lieutenant general. For his exploits in the Balkans, Russia and Asia

Minor he was made K.C.M.G. and K.C.B., and his uncle, Robert
Bridges, the poet laureate, honoured him with an ode, entitled `To His
Excellency' (1919). Because of the bickering and indecision at the Paris
Peace Conference, he often had to act on his own initiative. Thus he was

responsible for saving the Habsburg royal family from sharing the
Romanovs' fate (assassination), and for evacuating 50,000 Whites from

South Russia while the Red Army was held at bay.
In 1922, at the instigation of Winston Churchill, who had been his
friend and admirer since the relief of Ladysmith in 1900, Bridges was
offered the governorship of South Australia. He accepted on condition
that the British Treasury paid him an outward passage allowance of
£2,200, which was £1,000 greater than the allowance paid to any other
governor.57 He retired from the army with a pension of £800 a year, and

arrived in Adelaide on 4 December.
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Bridges was a thorough conservative. Popular with the R.S.L., he
did much to promote the exceptional jingoism of its South Australian
branch. Two themes were predominant in his speeches: the horrors of

Bolshevism, which he could claim to know at first -hand, and the
desirability of increasing Australia's white population. Even in a
foreword to his sister's travel book, he warned that Australia was `an
object of covetous interest to the teeming millions of the East'.58 He
thought that the number of people in the pay of the government should
be kept as low as possible. He considered that they received `what must
be looked on as extravagant wages', and that, like those who engaged in
commercial pursuits, they were parasites on the rest of the population.
He observed that those who worked in primary or secondary industry,
by mixing their labour with the soil or the fruits thereof, created all the
wealth in a community. But capitalists he usually referred to them as
`the profiteers', although he preferred the term `Empire Builders'

merited special rewards: 'as the risks are great, opportunities for
making fortunes must be provided'.59
Bridges had many private quarrels with the Labor Ministry led by

John Gunn (1924 -6). For example, he was incensed when Gunn
published a secret memorandum a former premier had sent the
governor. On being admonished, Gunn refused to apologize.60 When
another minister alleged in Parliament that the United Kingdom
government had been appointing retired army officers to governorships

so as to be `relieved of the payment of military pensions' to those
individuals, Gunn brushed aside the Governor's requests that he
compel that minister to correct the falsehood.61 Bridges deplored an
attempt to extend the franchise for the Legislative Council. He wrote:
The Council fully deserves the confidence placed in it ... and if Ministers

want something achieved in this Parliament, and are not merely
aiming at a Constitutional crisis, it is to be hoped that they will allow the
moderation and good sense of the second chamber to assist in passing
useful measures.62

He was indignant when his ministers recommended commuting the
death sentences that had been imposed on a series of criminals who had
been convicted of perpetrating `several determined and carefully
planned murders'. He felt that pursuance of this policy, `however brutal

the murder', amounted to changing the law without obtaining
Parliament's consent, and that, of course, was why the Stuart despots,
Charles I and James II, had been overthrown.63 Noting that 'a large
section of the community resent very strongly the unchecked procession
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is often placed in a
of such outrages, and the fact that the perpetrator
is
able
to prove that he
mental asylum at the country's expense until he
advice
to reprieve
is sane', Bridges toyed with the idea of rejecting discretion was the
particular offenders, but decided that in this instance
better part of valour.64
made an error,
Unlike his ministers, if ever he perceived that he had
when
Gunn was
he acknowledged it. For example, in June 1924,
land,
to help
planning to build 1,000 workmen's cottages on Crown
housing, Bridges was
relieve unemployment and the shortage of cheap
`My
observations
lead me to
very critical of the project and wrote:
is
practically
confined
to a small
believe that this unemployment
months
number of unwilling persons, and unemployables.'65 Seventeen
under
way
(they
later, when construction of the cottages was well concluded that
constituted the suburb of Colonel Light Gardens), he
creditable financial
apart from the funding of the scheme, `a none too
it. Indeed, he now
muddle', there was `nothing but good' to say about
the part of a
hailed it as affording `a good example of reaction on
life', provide the
Labour Government': it would `encourage family
`tend
to avert social
the
country',
and
thus,
working man `with a stake in
disorder'.66

In 1907, Bridges had married a widow, Mrs Janet Florence

Marshall, née Menzies. She bore him a daughter, Alvilde, afterwards
Australia they
the Viscountess Chaplin, now Mrs Lees Milne. In South
found themselves `amongst a warm- hearted and hospitable people,
home', and they `made
whose chief desire seemed to be to make us feel at
that
he had a splendid
many friends'.67 The lucky ones discovered
talented
pianist. The
baritone voice, and that Lady Bridges was a
guides,
Bridges were enthusiastic supporters of the boy scouts and girl
their time in Adelaide
and the rapid growth of these movements during
both.
Alvilde commanded
was a special source of gratification to them
considered `a really
the guide company at Woodlands, which her father
off
the cup given and
good boarding- school',68 and, naturally, carried Royal Visit, for the
presented by the Duchess of York, during the 1927
best company in the State.
martinet. This
Those who were close to Bridges claim that he was a
he
was
proud to be a
is also apparent from his memoirs. For example,
nephew of Robert Bridges, and tells us:

[sic] made it a
When in Australia, in order to improve our memories, we
before
breakfast,
it every day
rule to learn a fresh stanza of poetry and say
successful, and my daughter and
no
breakfast.
This
was
very
no verse
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'1 absorbed a good deal of poetry. Incidentally it sometimes led to a
forgetful aide -de -camp missing his breakfast.ó9

Like Lady Victoria Buxton, Bridges was in constant pain. Apart
from his war wounds, he had been seriously injured in hunting accidents
in India and England; and at the end of 1918, hurrying to Bucharest to
welcome home, on behalf of the United Kingdom government, the King

and Queen of Rumania, his body was further damaged when his
drissine70 crashed into a stationary train, whereupon `the infernal
machine was telescoped and caught fire'.71 To distract his mind from the

consequences of these mutilations, he engaged in ceaseless activity:
riding, fishing, swimming, shooting, flying (he encouraged the
formation of the Adelaide Aero Club), playing golf, cards and billiards,
and painting. As a young man he had studied at the Slade School, and
many of his South Australian oils and watercolours were sold for
charity, or to raise funds for the boy scouts, at one -man exhibitions, in
Adelaide, and in the Fine Art Society's gallery, in New Bond Street,
London. He could have made a good living as an artist, had he chosen
to follow that vocation. Being `bird- minded', he travelled interstate
more than any other governor has done, and made two safaris to New
Zealand, where he caught a striped marlin from one of Zane Grey's
launches. He claimed: `Probably our happiest times were spent visiting
the remoter parts of the state and sharing the old- fashioned life of the
Australian settler.'72 However, he was always grateful to retreat to
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Vice -regal visitors. Seated, left to right: Lady Bridges, Sir Dudley De Chair, Lady Forster, Lord Forster,
Lady De Chair, Sir Tom Bridges.
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was copied for the ninth Duke of Devonshire and survives in
the Public
Record Office, London. From Oodnadatta, which despite
Bosanquet's
exhortations was still the railhead, he travelled by car, on unmade roads
and across country, 700 miles to the north, and returned by a different
route, to the west of Alice Springs. His descriptions of the
country have
all the vividness one might expect from a literate
artist. But when he
came to comment on his fellow man (as distinct from the female of
the
species), a note of waspishness often enters. At Hermannsburg
Mission
Station he found: `there is little instruction going on, and practically no
conversion. I am told this is due to the death of the Reverend
Strellher
[sic], who died a few months ago'. He thought that, in the
light of what
had been achieved in the past, it was `a pity to see such a good supply of
labour unused'. He also regretted that the outback's population was
declining:

Government House, where, if there were no visitors, he could remove
his artificial leg and drug himself with pain killers. It is not surprising
that he preferred floating in the sea to languishing at Marble Hill, and
that after executing a fine water - colour of the latter, he never re- visited
it. His greatest ordeal was having to sit through the Adelaide match of
the 1925 Test Series. As it was the deciding match of the series, the
Governor General, Lord Forster, himself a first -class cricketer, came to
see it, and dragged Bridges along for the whole of the seven nerve wracking days of the game.73
It was very fortunate for Bridges that he had a keen sense of fun. He
relished the quip of a former Prime Minister, W. M. Hughes, that `there

were two things which had almost ruined' Australia, `one was the
Rabbits and the other the O.B.E.'.74 He was a master of the practical
joke, and while it is still too soon to recount his endeavours in this field
in Adelaide, an earlier one gives an indication of their style. From 1910

most of the white men remaining in the Territory appear to be
wasters,
and so unreliable that they cannot be trusted with a camel
convoy. They
hang about the stations and the bars, picking up a living with
the aid of
unpaid black labour, often living promiscuously with aboriginal
women.

to 1914 he was the British military attache at Brussels, The Hague,
Copenhagen and Christiana. Like most diplomats, he and his wife soon
became bored with the endless round of formal dinners and receptions.
One evening, when they were about to give a major dinner party, the

And again:

unexpected arrival of a friend from London (Frederick Blackwood,

The natives of Central Australia form a rather pitiful study....
they and
the half- castes do nearly all the work. In fact ... they have made
the
fortunes of several pastoralists. They are practically
unpaid labour,
in a condition little removed from slavery. They are indeed freeand
to
wander, but wandering means starvation, as the game is disappearing,
and the black is losing his skill of hunting.

afterwards the third Marquess of Dufferin) gave them a golden
opportunity to enliven the proceedings. As Bridges reminisced:
Being a born actor and a loss to the stage, [Blackwood] hastened down to
the Monnaie Theatre to be made up, and returned half an hour later for
dinner calling himself the Grand Duke Dimitri. It must be remembered
that at this time in Paris and Brussels Russian Grand Dukes ranked next
to the Deity. One dropped one's voice reverently when speaking of them,
much as a financier might when he mentions a million pounds. Freddy's

He was indignant at each instance of exploitation, for example, the case
of the ten aborigines who, under the direction of a white policeman, had
been compelled to make `140 miles of road between Alice Springs, the
White Ranges and Winnecke, for no remuneration beyond their food

graciousness to the curtseying ladies, his dignity and his inimitable
broken English made the party a complete success. Out of politeness
everyone copied him, drinking Kummel with the fish and smoking all
through dinner. After dinner the ladies were brought up to him one by
one for a little private conversation in a corner, and he asked them to

name their favourite jewels and took their addresses. I was relieved when
according to plan my soldier servant, with a face like a wall, announced
that a Royal carriage had arrived to take his Imperial Highness to the
Palace. When he kissed me good -bye on both cheeks it was almost too
much! He was voted charming. But the joke quickly leaked out through
the Russian Embassy in Paris, and it was discovered that the Grand Duke
was on the Riviera. Consternation and wrath! But one of the advantages
of my job was that I had four countries to visit and we escaped next day
to Norway.15

Sadly, Bridges' diaries were destroyed in the Blitz in World War II,
but a long sample, recording a visit to the Northern Territory in 1923,
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and tobacco'. As the aborigines made such `splendid' workers, he

1

thought it `only just' that they should be paid a minimum wage, but in
this opinion he was far ahead of all his ministers.76
While the other parts of Bridges' diaries are irrecoverable, his
letters to the Dominions Office staff contain a valuable series of pen
portraits of the politicians of the day. Thus Gunn's Attorney
General,
W. J. Denny, is depicted as
a rather common bullying type of Irish lawyer who, without high standing
in his profession, has certain ability. He leads the `abolition of State
Governors movement'. He would I think, lead any movement for
notoriety, and is therefore somewhat of an embarrassment to the Premier
and his colleagues. The Premier does not appear to be able to control
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Mr Denny, whose aim and object I believe to be to oust his Chief and take
his

place.77

Lest it be inferred that Bridges was `anti- Irish', it should be added that

he found the Archbishop of Adelaide, Dr Robert Spence, a County
Cork man, `cultivated and charming', and he wrote of Melbourne's
Archbishop Mannix:
When I came to know him ... I came to the conclusion that he had been
misjudged and mishandled by some who should have better known their

man, however much they disagreed with him. He had remarkable
ability and strong character and an immense and enthusiastic following
in his own Church. He was a personage to be reckoned with and would,
I thought, prove a great citizen to Australia.78

In addition to the brushes mentioned earlier, on several occasions
when Labor politicians blundered through ignorance, Bridges received

no thanks for helping to right their mistakes. Even in the smallest
matters, the politicians resented correction. Thus, in 1926, when a trade
unionist, of West Croydon, applied to the Premier for an appropriate

share of the Royal Bounty, established by Queen Victoria for the
provision of financial assistance whenever there was a multiple birth,
anywhere in the Empire, Gunn brusquely replied that this did not apply
in South Australia. Undeterred, the proud father of triplets wrote to the
Governor's private secretary. Bridges inquired into the circumstances
of the application, supported it, and in due course the parents received
their grant from Buckingham Palace.79

His ministers relented once. When prohibition loomed as a
political issue, the Governor entertained those attending a licensed
victuallers' dinner with a speech in praise of wine, which included
excerpts from G. K. Chesterton's drinking songs, and what he deemed
to be some `funny prohibition stories from America'. Afterwards,
Bridges recorded,
The Labour Premier congratulated me and the Attorney General slapped
me on the back, `You were in good form,' they said. But next day they
came round to Government House with long faces.
`I say,' they said, `you shouldn't have said what you did Iasi night, there's
the devil of a row about it.'
The newspapers did not like my speech and were almost rude about it.
They said I had insulted a great sister democracy and added `When the
wine is in the wit is out.'80
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little respect for him: he had `neither his [predecessor's] personality nor
his brains'.81 When Labor was defeated at the polls in 1927, another new
Premier, (Sir) Richard Butler, tried hard to persuade Bridges to accept
re- appointment for a further term. The Dominions Office staff were not
surprised that he had had enough, but Bridges expressed his refusal
with the utmost tact, saying that he `held that in all such appointments
periodical new blood was desirable'.82 His term ended in December
1927. In his retirement he continued painting, published his memoirs,
and, just before his death, in September 1939, completed correcting the
proofs of Word from England (London, 1940), an anthology of prose
and poetry he had compiled for the servicemen then being dispatched to
Hitler's War. Lady Bridges had died in March 1937.
Here then are brief sketches of two of those who have represented
the Sovereign in South Australia. Despite the current vogue for `history
from below', a school of writing which is proving so very fruitful, may
one venture to suggest that what has recently been lampooned as `the
Government House verandah view' of history is worth a closer look?
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PARIS NESBIT, Q.C.
Lawyer, Libertine and Lunatic

GRAHAM LOUGHLIN*

Several years ago I wrote a thesis about South Australian lawyers who
had been appointed Queen's Counsel) The one who most captured my

imagination was Paris Nesbit, whose name was once as familiar to
Adelaide residents as the Register or the Advertiser but who now is
hardly remembered. That he should have been forgotten is regrettable,
but understandable, for he is not such an important historical figure as

some other South Australian Queen's Counsel, notably Charles
Cameron Kingston, Sir Samuel Way and Don Dunstan. As Nesbit was
neither a judge nor a politician he did not make a significant impression
upon the development of law or government. He was not wealthy. He
was not even a member of the Adelaide Club. But he was a certified
lunatic and on four occasions was incarcerated in asylums as they were
then called. Parad oxically those four occasions spanned the same thirty

years in which he was widely acclaimed as a leader of the South
Australian Bar. The incongruity of those.two accomplishments, lunatic
on the one hand and leading counsel on the other, aroused my curiosity.

Nesbit's father, Edward Planta Nesbit, was a teacher at his own
father's school in London. As he was the younger son in a business that
could provide only one income he emigrated to Adelaide with his wife
and first child in 1849.2 The older brother who remained at the London
*Graham Loughlin, until recently South Australian Parliamentary Research
Officer, is Research Assistant to the Leader of the Opposition in the N.S. W.
Legislative Assembly. He is currently preparing a biography of Paris Nesbit
and a history of the South Australian legal profession.
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school produced a daughter of some fame. That was Edith Nesbit or E.
Nesbit as she is still commonly known, the children's story- writer who
married Hubert Bland, the Fabian Socialist.
The Nesbits' first two years in Adelaide were marred by personal
tragedy and financial ruin. Their first child, a daughter, died during the
voyage;3 the second, a boy, died twelve months after their arrival. A
schoolhouse which Nesbit constructed at Brighton, and at which he
offered `the best methods of instruction pursued in the first academies
of England and the Continent', consumed all his capital and failed to
attract any students. Penniless, and as a last resort, he entreated the
Governor for a post, any post, in the civil service, but was refused.' Late
in 1851, however, his fortune changed. With his wife and third child he
proceeded to Angaston and there opened the first school in the town.
More than likely the move was financed by the Angaston residents,
possibly even George Fife Angas, because the predominantly German
town required a teacher and Nesbit spoke fluent German. This school
operated for sixteen years, until the end of 1868. In addition to the
subjects of reading, writing and arithmetic, which the State Board of

Education required to be taught, and upon which any teacher's
eligibility for a government stipend depended, Nesbit taught grammar,
history, drawing, languages and general science. Of country schools at
that time only the one conducted by Friedrich Basedow at Tanunda
offered a more comprehensive range of subjects.5
Paris Nesbit was born in August 1852, ten months after the shift to
Angaston. He was christened Edward Pariss; Edward after his father

and Pariss after his mother's family. But forty-four years later he

discarded the first name and halved the double `s' in Pariss. Not much is
known about his childhood. The first major event, one which disturbed
him in adult life, was the death of his mother when he was only twenty
months old. The cause of her death was a mystery, and remains so, for
the coroner and jury offered the meaningless explanation that she had
`died by the visitation of God'. The incident worried Nesbit because he

believed that his mother had been cataleptic; that at the time of her
death she was in a paralysed state, conscious of all activity about her but
unable to show any sign of life. This naturally led him to the horrifying

conclusion that she had been buried alive and fully conscious.6
One year later, when Paris was two and -a -half years of age, his

Steely eyes

Nesbit aged 62

father remarried. Story has it that upon the bride's arrival at the
Angaston cottage young Paris was sitting on the verandah reading
Milton's Paradise Lost. Although the story is almost certainly
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apocryphal the child did demonstrate unusual abilities; more ability,
and greater precocity, I should think, than any other child in the town.
By the age of ten he had mastered German, French and Latin, had read
Shakespeare and the poets, had a good knowledge of the Bible and had

already translated some of Goethe into English. He developed a
prodigious memory which seemed never to fail him. Indeed, it became a

frequent occurence in later life for Nesbit to quote the poets liberally
when addressing the courts. Sir Samuel Way, the Chief Justice, often
encouraged such displays of erudition, partly, I suspect, in the hope that
his own knowledge would be found to exceed that of counsel. On one
occasion the court was faced with the question, `What is religion ?'.

According to the reporter Nesbit immediately replied: `Matthew
Arnold had defined it as morality tinged with emotion'. 'Ah', said Way,
who was a devout Bible Christian, `you also have a definition of religion
in the Bible. I daresay you remember it Mr. Nesbit ?' `Yes, your Honour',
he responded, `Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is
this: to visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction and to keep
himself unspotted from the world'.?
On another occasion Nesbit quoted a less- renowned poet during
an appearance in the Magistrates' Court. The circumstances that led to
that quotation humorously illustrate Nesbit's supremely confident and
unusual approach to his work. He was sitting idly in the court when a
derelict appeared charged with drunkenness in a public place. Shortly
after the proceedings commenced Nesbit informed the magistrate that
he had decided to appear for the defendant. The magistrate objected. It
was quite improper, he said, for any counsel to choose his client, still
less a King's Counsel who should ordinarily confine his appearances to
the superior courts. `Quite so', replied Nesbit, `but I hold letters patent
from the King authorising me to assist in the administration of justice
according to law'. Being either unable to answer that claim, or unwilling

to debate the matter, the magistrate then consented to Nesbit's
appearance.

The arresting police officer was called as a witness and to him
Nesbit recited this verse:
Not drunk is he who from the floor
Can rise again and drink some more;
But drunk is he who prostrate lies
Without the power to drink or rise.

Nesbit then asked the officer if he agreed with the poet, to which the
ingenuous constable gave an affirmative reply. Later in the
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examination Nesbit asked for a description of his client's condition
when he was taken to the police station: `Was he so drunk that he could
not rise from the floor ?' `No, he was not', replied the officer. `But you
have just told me', Nesbit said, `that in your opinion a man is not drunk

if he can rise from the floor. Why then did you charge him with
drunkenness? Do you know the penalty for wrongful arrest? Do you
know the penalty for perjury? Do you know the nature of an oath ?'
Confused, afraid and somewhat intimidated, the witness answered as
best he could, but managed only to erode the chance of conviction with
every word he uttered. Nesbit then challenged the magistrate to dismiss
the information for want of any charge to answer.8
At the age of thirteen Nesbit sat for the last of the State -wide
competitive examinations which were conducted annually by the
government under the governor's patronage. They were akin to the
entrance and scholarship examinations now conducted by private
colleges. He topped English, German, History, Geography, Mechanics
and Arithmetic with an average mark of 72 per cent. The lad who came
second obtained 32 per cent.9 Three years later his father closed the
Angaston school and moved to Adelaide, where, in collaboration with
Herr Carl Drewes, who subsequently taught at Prince Alfred College
for many years, he opened the North Adelaide Educational Institute in
Pennington Terrace, where the Y.W.C.A. now stands.'° The school
operated for only eight years, until 1876, when the fate of many small
private schools was sealed by passage of the Education Act. From then
until his death in 1900, Nesbit senior earned his living as a land and
general commission agent, but his chief love remained in study. Shortly
before he died he published a book entitled Christ, Christians and
Christianity, which displayed a profound knowledge of Jewish history
in support of its central thesis that Christ was an Essene.I1
The move to Adelaide was undertaken for the benefit of young
Paris, who had just turned sixteen and who was therefore eligible to be
indentured to a practising solicitor. He entered the office of Ingleby and
Robinson and evidently applied himself unremittingly to the study of
law.12 He also welcomed new opportunities for cultural and intellectual
development that had not been available in the country. In 1870, at the
age of eighteen, and with the aid of C. C. Kingston who was then
articled to Samuel Way, he formed the Law Students' Society, whose
object was the `guidance and improvement of its members in the study
and practice of the law'.13 In the same year he joined the North Adelaide
Young Men's Society which met under the chairmanship of the Rev.
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James Jefferis. Before the age of twenty he was secretary of the Society,
one of its principal speakers, and co- editor of its magazine Eclectic. In
1873 ten such societies of young men combined in the production of a
monthly called the Young Men's Magazine. Again Nesbit was co- editor

because Nesbit wished to remarry, a number of times, Ellen Nesbit
would not consent to divorce. She persisted in this view until her death
thirty -five years later, whereupon Nesbit promptly married his de -facto

and one of the magazine's chief contributors. He published his own

When Nesbit began practising law the Bar was led by Randolph
Stow, Samuel Way, William Bundey and James Boucaut, each of
whom was easing himself out of regular practice in order to devote

translations of German poetry, essays on law and justice, and
arguments in support of women's suffrage. At Society meetings he
lectured upon the scientific method, the relation of instinct to reason,
Darwinism, and the role of the church in modern society."
These early articles and lectures reveal Nesbit's emerging
liberalism. He was not at this early stage as radical as he later became,

but he did see the need for some fundamental changes in the social
order. He visualised a society in which justice, wealth and power were
more equitably distributed. In particular he believed that Christians
should be in the vanguard of reform; that such a task was the raison
d'être of professed Christian groups like the Young Men's Societies.
Only gradually did he realise that most of his Christian colleagues were
not interested in the same social reform; indeed, many stood to profit
most by resisting any change. At first he sought to persuade them by

argument but that failed. Then he resorted to the tactic of trying to
shame his colleagues into an admission that their ways were wrong and

his was right. He demanded that the Rev. Mr Jefferis explain what a
Minister of Christ was doing with bank stocks and shares? He publicly

asked the Rev. W. Roby Fletcher how a Minister of Christ could
denounce gambling from the pulpit after speculating heavily in land?
But this insistent protest failed to satisfy him either. His only success

was in convincing himself that the church had betrayed its proper
purpose, which led directly to his withdrawal from organized religion
by the time he was twenty- three.15 He did not, however, abandon his
religious faith. On the contrary his conviction intensified throughout
life, until in 1921, at the age of sixty -nine, he wrote: `Much has been
revealed to me. I no longer see as in a glass darkly but clearly and face to
face. I know that we are immortal and that there is a personal God.'16
At the age of twenty -two, one year after his admission to the Bar,
Nesbit married Ellen Logue, the daughter of a brewer who had been Sir
Edwin Smith's business partner, and the aunt of Lionel Logue, who
later became King George VI's speech therapist. The union produced

utter misery for both partners. Within a few years Nesbit began to
philander and after about ten years they separated under a cloud of
bitterness and resentment. But even after separation, and possibly

wife Cecilia.17

additional time to politics. Each was also appointed to the Bench within
the next ten years. In consequence of this rapid depletion of the senior
ranks the professional opportunities for juniors were greatly enhanced.
Of the juniors who scrambled for briefs four emerged as leaders of the
new generation of lawyers. They were John Downer, Josiah Symon,
Charles Kingston and Paris Nesbit. After 1890, however, Kingston and
Downer devoted less time to practice, which left the pick of the litigious

crop to Symon and Nesbit. Throughout the 1890s, and in the first
decade of this century, the two appeared, either together or in
opposition, in almost every major case.

Their relationship was ambivalent. Both had an abiding respect for

the law and a love of literature, especially Shakespeare. Both were

involved in politics but embraced quite different political philosophies.
Each assured the other publicly, and in private correspondence, of his

warmest affection, but neither hesitated to injure the other with a

barbed comment.18 On one occasion, for example, they opposed each
other in court shortly after Nesbit had been released from the asylum.
During Nesbit's address to the court Symon suggested that the judge
should disregard the opinion of a lunatic. Symon, who was the father of

one or more retarded children, instantly regretted his remark, for
Nesbit scornfully retorted: `I may be a lunatic but at least I have the

decency not to populate the countryside with imbeciles!'19

In addition to his general Bar practice Nesbit drafted many
Parliamentary Bills over a period of twenty -five years. The exact
number is unknown because the records are incomplete. But it is known
that he drafted some of the longest, most novel and complex items of
legislation in the 1880s and 1890s. The Succession Duties Act, for
example, was the first of its kind in the Empire and was subsequently
used as a model elsewhere. The Insolvent Act was later adopted almost
en bloc in the Federal Bankruptcy Act. Among others he drafted were
the Torrens' Real Property Act of 1885, the Taxation Regulations
which determined the first income tax levy in the state, the Local
Government Act and the Trustee Act. One other, the Crown Lands Act
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of 1901, was drafted while he was incarcerated in the Parkside Asylum
at a time when he was said to be deranged120
Nesbit practised in all branches of the law, with the exception of
such rarely used areas as the vice admiralty jurisdiction, and performed
with distinction whether he was arguing law before a judge or pleading
before a jury. His advocacy was of a style now extinct; a combination of
prosaic eloquence, passion, perhaps a touch of hauteur, an intolerance

of humbug and contempt for judicial fools. On one occasion he
appeared before Sir Samuel Griffith, the Chief Justice of the High
Court, and in the course of his argument made some statement relating
to the law of trusts. `That sounds rather startling', said Griffith, `what is
your authority for that proposition ?' 'I should have thought', replied
Nesbit, `that it was unnecessary to require authority for anything so
obvious'. Then, turning to the solicitor instructing him, he said, `fetch
me a book on the law of trusts from the Supreme Court Library'. As the
solicitor left the court, Nesbit added in a voice loud enough for everyone
to hear, `Any elementary book will do!'21
On another occasion, in 1907, Nesbit appeared before Mr Justice
Homburg, whose recent judicial appointment had not been received

with general approbation. Sir Samuel Way's diary, for example,
records the disapproval which it registered in the profession, and
Boucaut, in a letter to Way, described Homburg as nothing more than a

`German socialist'. During the case in question Nesbit cast serious
doubt upon the veracity of a Syrian witness. Homburg disapproved of
Nesbit's comments and apologized to the jury for having been witness
to a display of racism. Nesbit was furious and retaliated with a stinging
sketch of the judge's professional standing. He began:
Mr Justice Homburg has seen fit to pass certain strictures upon my
speech to the jury in this case. His Honour had a long career as a
politician, during which he earned general respect by his ability and
straightforward conduct. But I have never heard that in the many years
for which he was a practitioner of the Supreme Court any other lawyer
considered his opinion of sufficient value to induce him to seek it and
pay for it. His Honour's legal opinion does not, I think, carry any
additional weight because he was raised to the Bench by the government
whereof he was a most deserving member. Neither does his limited
experience at the Bar, during which I have never heard of his being leader
in any important case in the Supreme Court, qualify him as an authority
to pass the censures in which he indulged at my expense.22

Such comments bear more than a faint resemblance to the less
respectful utterances of F. E. Smith, or Lord Birkenhead as he later
became.23
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By the age of thirty Nesbit's reputation as an up- and coming
lawyer, and able scholar, had extended beyond the legal profession. It was
a pity to some that his opinions regarding the church were so rebellious
and that his marital torment had spilled into public view, but so long as

he avoided scandal he had the ability to yet become a leader in

government or law. Through the Australian Natives' Association, of
which he later became Adelaide President, he was becoming known as
an able proponent of federated Australia, and in the 1884 general
election he had waged a useful, albeit unsuccessful, campaign.24
But then the first of the lunacy scandals erupted. Even if there had
not been another
and there were a further three
this incident
attached a stigma which he could never hope to erase. It happened in
Melbourne in 1885, when Nesbit was thirty -three and, as with
subsequent incidents, it involved a woman. Nesbit had visited her at
home but was ordered to leave by her father. He left, but returned later
in the evening, slipped into the house unnoticed, and continued his love-

making. Unfortunately the court record omits one vital item at this

stage, but whatever it was, it caused the lady to scream. Father

appeared, the police were summoned, and Nesbit was taken away. After
a week in Old Melbourne Gaol he was released into the custody of
friends upon condition that he return to Adelaide. But no sooner had

his friends turned their backs than Nesbit returned to the woman.
Father reappeared, the police were again summoned, and the earlier

scene was re- enacted. Next morning in court Nesbit was certified by two

medical practitioners and sent to Kew Asylum. His condition was
diagnosed as `mania', which, in those days was the label affixed to half
or more of the poor wretches confined in such places. The medical men
were later confirmed in their diagnosis when Nesbit told them that some
months before he and the lady had privately recited the marriage vows
in the belief that God would recognize the sanctity of their union.
After three months, and fruitless attempts to have himself brought
before the Royal Commission then inquiring into the administration of
the Victorian Lunacy Act, Nesbit was released `not improved' into his
brother -in -law's custody. Together they boarded a steamer bound for

Adelaide but because Nesbit had not farewelled the object of his
devotion he lowered himself overboard, swam to Williamstown, and
thence travelled to her home in St Kilda. Again he was apprehended
and sent to Kew where he remained for several months.25
Naturally the story had been the chief item of gossip in Adelaide
for some time. But rather than ignore the rumours, some of which
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claimed that he kept a veritable harem across the border, Nesbit sought
to exculpate himself and simultaneously deliver a withering attack on
the medical profession, by publishing a pamphlet entitled Lunacy Laws
and Procedure in Victoria.26 He also determined to proceed against the

medical officers who had certified his insanity. But first he needed
copies of the official documents relating to his confinement, and
respectfully requested copies from the Medical Superintendent at Kew.

That gentleman refused the request, adding that `no useful purpose
would be served by their delivery', which prompted this reply from
Nesbit:
I have to point out that you are an impertinent puppy. It is not for you but
for a Court of Justice to say whether any useful purpose would be served
by my proposed prosecution of ten members of your accursed fraternity
for a criminal act in respect of which there is no Statute of Limitations.
I shall get your master to compel you to give me the information I seek

ti

and shall bring this correspondence before Parliament to show your
ridiculous incompetence to hold the position you disgrace.27

Such was the blistering style that Nesbit habitually employed when his
ire was raised, and which invariably compounded his problems! As it
happened he did eventually receive copies of the documents, and twenty
years after his incarceration privately prosecuted one of the doctors in
the St Kilda Magistrates' Court.
The case deserves a brief mention because the course of action that
Nesbit pursued indicates the method of anyone but a lunatic. He knew
that he could not win the case; that professional medical opinion as to

what constitutes lunacy would inevitably prevail. But he did want
publicity for the allegations of incompetence which he intended to level
at the doctor. So he called as his principal witness Sir John Madden, the

Chief Justice of Victoria, who twenty years earlier, as a practising
barrister, had conferred with Nesbit only a day or two before he was
arrested. Naturally the press covered the trial and printed a verbatim
account of the prosecution case, that is, all of Nesbit's unanswered
allegations, under the headline `Chief Justice Gives Evidence'. At the
end of the first day Nesbit gave notice that other witnesses would
include Sir Samuel Way and Sir Josiah Symon, the Federal Attorney
General. Probably neither knight had even been consulted by Nesbit,
certainly neither attended, but their names added further assurance that
Nesbit's remarks would be published in full. On the second day, at the

conclusion of his case, Nesbit announced that he had decided to
withdraw the action since he had obtained his object and could trust
that in future medical men would use a little more care. The magistrate

EVA

Edward Planta Nesbit

Sir Josiah Symon

thereupon dismissed Dr Schlesinger who was left
vehemently

protesting Nesbit's right to withdraw before he had been
given a chance
to clear his own name.28
In 1896, eleven years after his confinement in Kew,
Nesbit was
again detained, this time in the North Terrace Asylum.
The
circumstances leading to this brief confinement
are not clear. All that is
known is that he was delivered by the police and after admission
signified his displeasure by smashing all about him.
He appealed to
Kingston, the Premier, to order his release, but
was ignored. On the
second day, however, two of the Official Visitors to the
asylum, Ash and

Coneybeer, both Members of Parliament, used

authority to authorise his release. Surprisinglytheir statutory
the medical
superintendent noted his condition as `improved' at the time of his

discharge.29

Although the episode was brief and did not attract the
same

publicity as earlier and subsequent incidents, it triggered an important

decision in Nesbit's life. If, as he believed, he was the victim of
oppression and injustice, then he must obtain political
power himself
and so change the system. From the asylum he
wrote to Symon: `I

intend to stand for Barossa. I intend, God helping me, to sweep Charlie
and his rotten crew out of office.'30 And so, in the
general election later
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that year he waged an intensive campaign to that end. He paid tribute to

that the omission of a certificate rendered a patient's forced detention

many of the government's achievements but implored the electors to

illegal,

thrust Kingston's `great fat unwieldy despotic carcass' on to the
Opposition benches.31 He failed to obtain the numbers. Kingston
remained in office and did not readily forget the torrent of abuse that
Nesbit had hurled against him. Nor did he have to wait long for his
revenge.
On 25 January 1898 Nesbit attended St Augustine's, Unley, during

Holy Communion. For some undisclosed reason the Rev. Arthur West
declined to serve him the sacraments, so Nesbit, declaring that he too
was a sinner, stepped over the altar rail and quaffed the decanter of

wine. For this intemperate action which, according to the vicar,
`scandalised' the congregation, he was convicted of being a lunatic not

under proper control and care, and sent to Parkside Asylum.

a

After ten days his close friend William Villeneuve Smith persuaded

Mrs Mary Lee and Dr Phillips, two of the Official Visitors to the
asylum, to exercise their statutory prerogative and release Nesbit into
his custody. Without delay Nesbit filed informations against the doctor
who had certified him and others whom he claimed had assaulted him.
Foolishly, however, he conducted his own case and ventilated all of the
rage that his recent experience had provoked. When the magistrate and
presiding justices dismissed the first information Nesbit turned upon
them, exclaiming:
I withdraw the other informations. I will not make any more remarks to
you. They would be simply lost on you. I shall have my informations
heard by some men with sense in their heads, not fools like those on this
bench. I shall go before a court with some sense of decency. You have
warned me of contempt. Nothing can express the contempt I feel for
this court!

Not surprisingly he was sentenced to seven days' gaol for contempt of

court. One day before that week expired he was examined by Dr
Ramsay Smith, found to be insane, and transferred indefinitely to
Parkside by order of Executive Council.
What followed was a comedy of bureaucratic error. Under the
terms of the Lunatics Act the detention certificate that should have
accompanied Nesbit to the asylum had been forgotten. Nesbit noticed
the omission but nevertheless agreed to admit himself vbhtntarily. After
only another two days, however, he informed Dr Cleland, the medical

superintendent, that he would withdraw his parole and leave
immediately. Cleland was in a dilemma. He knew the government
intended that Nesbit should be detained indefinitely, but he also knew
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for which the law prescribed a penalty of two years'

imprisonment. Reluctantly he bade his patient farewell. Within a week
Nesbit was convicted of yet another charge of insanity, this time for
having cuffed his adult son about the ears. Not to be caught napping a
second time the court officials promptly transmitted an authorising
certificate to Parkside Asylum; however, in their alacrity they failed to
nominate the correct asylum on the form! Once again Nesbit was first to
notice the error but this time refused to surrender his freedom until the
matter had been rectified. This should have been a simple task, but
neither justice could be found to initial the alteration. For the third time
in a month Nesbit was at large despite the combined attempts of the
government, courts and police to restrain his liberty.
The government was acutely embarrassed by the publicity given to
its bungling. Its reaction was swift and savage. At a special Cabinet
meeting it was decided that Nesbit would remain in Parkside regardless
of legal technicalities and until Cabinet decided otherwise. The decision
was sent to Cleland in a memo which curtly ordered: `Mr Nesbit must
not be released on any pretext whatever without Ministerial authority'.
Although the instruction was clearly unlawful it achieved its purpose.
Nesbit was detained at Kingston's pleasure despite the opinion of the

medical superintendent that he should be released and in flagrant
disregard of that officer's statutory power, indeed responsibility, to
enforce his opinion. It took Nesbit another four months to secure his
release, and only then because the Supreme Court ordered the
government to desist from the tyranny which Kingston had shown no

[I

willingness to discontinue.
After his release Nesbit again sought to prosecute the principal
parties to his imprisonment, especially Ramsay Smith who had certified
him. Although the case attracted great attention, especially because
Nesbit vilified Kingston who appeared as Ramsay Smith's counsel, it
came to nothing. Dispirited by the whole affair Nesbit retired to New
Zealand for a long holiday.32

When he returned in 1900 it was with renewed vigour and an
evangelical zeal to put the world aright. His new weapon was to be a
weekly newspaper called Morning; his determination would be the
bitter memory of his own experience, and his strength to fight the
crusade would be the hand of God. In the first issue he wrote:
At last I can breathe.
For months and years I have tossed on my bed during many painful hours
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of night, weeping scalding tears because of the hideous injustice, tyranny
and corruption which I see all around me, or raging because I was not
able to expose it. But now, with the Grace of God, I have found a voice. I
am no longer a dumb dog.
For many years I have been tried and tempered in every conceivable way.
I have passed through such fires as few men could go through and live, and

I have come out stronger than ever. I am going into this battle at the
express and clear command of God, and I know full well that all the
powers of Evil are arrained against me. Whether I am to conquer or to
die is not for me to predict. But 1 believe I shall conquer and not die.33

Morning proposed unspeakable radical initiatives. One was the

establishment of a `Bureau of Justice', Nesbit's euphemism for
nationalising the legal profession, without which, he argued, the
prohibitive cost of litigation would deny justice to most people.
Another was his intention to establish an impunable inebriates' retreat.

He advocated divorce law reform, employment for girls instead of
hollow sermons about the evils of prostitution, and abolition of all
distinctions as to illegitimacy,34 For those whom he disliked his pen
was venomous, the most biting irony being reserved for his old foe
Kingston. In one mock heroic, of epic length, he wrote in part:
if, as a youth, I had made the air of the football field blue with
...
blasphemies; if, as an articled clerk, the office of my principal had been

besieged by women clamouring for arrears of maintenance for my
children;

... if I had dishonourably refused to pay to my mistress money

which I contracted in writing to pay to her, and had been sued in the
Supreme Court and compelled to perform my contract; if I had left my
sisters to earn their living by shirt - making; if I had bought two pistols and
challenged the President of the Legislative Council to a duel in Victoria

Square; if I had followed my wife's brother into a public house and

pounded him until my own fist was almost reduced to a jelly; ... if I had
cowered under a political opponent's just censure of me in the Barossa
election, and never said one word of reply to his repeated chastisements,
but had threatened him with imprisonment in a lunatic asylum; if I had
pretended to forgive him, but cherished my desire for vengeance until
I had an opportunity for gratifying it; if, when I found he was imprisoned

in a lunatic asylum, I had three times censured Dr Cleland for thrice

releasing him, as it was his duty to do; if I had kept a political opponent
imprisoned in an asylum until Judge Bundey, that prince of knights and
gentlemen, released him, saying the evidence was all one way and he could
not do otherwise; if afterwards I had pretended to be a friend of the same
Ramsay
man, but had gone into the Police Court to protect my tool
Smith from the just punishment which his infamy deserved; if, in short,
I had constantly throughout my political career combined the intellect,
powers and ambitions of a statesman with the manners and customs of a
mean and dirty larrakin, I could understand that my occasional forced
seclusion in a lunatic asylum would be of some benefit to society.35

The public loved it, or at least those who were not mentioned loved it.
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Each week for six months they snapped up 5,000 copies, even at times
reselling copies at a profit.

Nesbit simultaneously embarked upon an intensive lecture
campaign at the Adelaide Democratic Club and the Port Adelaide
Democratic Club. Through their affinity with the recently- formed
United Labor Party he hoped, indeed he expected, to enter Parliament

as a working -class representative. In some measure he was not
disappointed. In 1906 the Labor Party conducted a plebescite of
members to select its Federal parliamentary candidates. Sixty-one men
presented themselves, including Nesbit, who obtained the greatest
number of votes after Batchelor, Hutchison and Poynton the three
sitting Labor members in the House of Representatives
and
Russell, who would soon be elected to the Senate.36 But those results
were not constitutionally binding upon the Executive, which selected
as one of its other Senate candidates R. P. Blundell, who had obtained
only two - thirds the number of Nesbit's votes. The Executive's reason

for this undemocratic veto was that preference should be given to
unionists. Clearly, however, it would not risk sending Nesbit to
parliament; not only was he a potential lunatic but he openly lived with
a woman, worse, an actress and divorcee, whom he called his wife.
Nesbit was cut to the quick. Years before he had been ostracised by
society for his radical views; now he was spurned by the very people on
whose behalf he had expressed those views. To make matters worse he
was bound by his party pledge not to contest any election against an
endorsed candidate, which would effectively keep him out of politics

while he remained a party member. His choice was clear. In his
resignation manifesto he condemned the party's parochialism and
myopic leadership. He wrote:

. when joining you I hoped that you would in due course of development

become a National Party, and that, as I repeatedly said in my Barossa

election tour, the distinctive and honourable word `Labor' would indicate
that every man and woman in the community who desired to give in his
or her degree a fair day's work for a fair day's pay that is, every honest
man and woman
would feel it a duty to join your ranks. This was I
think a beautiful idea; and at that time there seemed a fair hope of its

realization. But it now appears to have been only a dream.... Your
leaders apparently do not sympathise with the desire of many of you and
myself that you should become a National Party; but prefer that you
should occupy the third or fourth rate position of a Trades Hall Party.
So let it be137

Three years later, in the 1910 Federal election, Nesbit again sought
parliamentary honours, but again was defeated. This last attempt was
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as much an effort to vindicate his resignation from the party as an
attempt to win the seat, for he deliberately stood against a sitting Labor

member. He must have known that his action would incur the
unmitigated contempt of official Labor, but not even this certain
prediction softened the blow when it came.38
For some time afterwards he took an active part in the formation
of the Liberal Union but it was an unholy alliance doomed to a short

life. Far from being liberal in the sense that Nesbit understood that
word, the new party attracted the same conservative policies and
personalities that he had opposed for forty years; for its part, the party
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identified as a tyrannous oppression. The scene, of course, was the
Supreme Court. After one William Neville had been committed to the
asylum by a magistrate, Nesbit appeared before the Full Court with an
application for a writ of habeas corpus. The three judges, Murray,
Poole and Angas Parsons, as though aware that it would be Nesbit's
final appearance in the court, listened to his impassioned and tragic
declamation in silent respect of a once -great brother lawyer. At the
peroration of his address he said, in part:
The magistrate has committed the most gross abuse of the Mental

Defectives Act. I remind the court that it is not enough to get a man into an
asylum that 50,000 doctors should swear him to be insane. Some doctors
think that a man who believes in God is insane, or a man who thinks that
St Paul was an epileptic maniac is insane, but that does not justify a man
being shut up. / might be insane to the minds of Your Honours, probably
I am so, but that does not justify shutting me up.... When an imbecile J.P.
ignores the law and signs an order to send a man to prison it is a serious,
gross and wicked act. But such things are done every day.... The act is
made a means of oppression to which the lettre de cachet in Paris is the
only equal. The doctors' is the most venal profession on earth. To look at
the certificates is enough to make you laugh
if you don't weep.... A
man does not know the laws he is living under. You, Mr. Parsons, or you,

did not regret the loss of a member who, both politically and
psychologically, was unreliable.
He was nearly sixty at the time of these events, with little money, no

hope of retirement, and under challenge from younger barristers,
including such able counsel as Villeneuve Smith, Cleland, Napier and
George Murray. Even so, given good health, he could reasonably have
expected sufficient work for another ten years, and would have received
it, had it not been for another confinement in Parkside. At the age of
sixty- three, after spending an afternoon with a woman in a room of the
Grand Central Hotel, he donned only an overcoat, left it unbuttoned,

Mr. Poole, and Your Honour the Chief Justice might be hauled up
tomorrow, put in a lunatic asylum and never get out.... It is time these

descended the staircase, and in the terms of the information filed
against him, `exposed himself to two women'. Although it was only

things were brought into the light of day, and I will bring them there. I
stand on the Act and do not care what any Tom Fool of a judge in England

eight days before he was released by Mr Acting- Justice Buchanan, the

seething mass of filthy stinking corruption. It is as bad as the hospital. I
appeal to Magna Carta: 'To none will be delayed right or justice'.41

may say about the law.... The administration of the Lunacy Act is a

confinement revived his intense antipathy for doctors, the police,
justices of the peace indeed, anyone authorised to restrain liberty. He
reacted in his normal way, issuing writs against everybody concerned, all
of which came to nothing. On this occasion, however, Nesbit withdrew
them only after his opponents threatened to publish the identity of the
woman. He may have been insane but he was still a gentleman!39

After this final humiliating episode Nesbit's court appearances
progressively waned. He remained in practice but increasingly his
junior partners, especially Joseph Nelligan, acted as counsel for the
firm. Gradually, too, he was plagued by anxiety and depression. In
1924, at the age of seventy -two, he wrote to Symon:
I have been compelled to abandon, for the present at all events, the actual
exercise of my profession. I have for the greater part of the last eight years
suffered and am still suffering from neurasthenic nervous depression from
which I fear I shall never recover.40

Despite that melancholia he could still, at the age of seventy,
summon the energy to wage a final battle against the forces which he

Nesbit died in 1927 at the age of seventy -five. His obituaries
recorded genuine expressions of admiration for a loyal and generous
friend, but one, unfortunately, of that rare group to whom Dryden
referred when he wrote:
Great wits are sure to madness near allied
And thin partitions do their bounds divide.
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East of the city only three villages were planned so early, all on
roads leading into the Tiers of the Mount Lofty Ranges, where bullock -

drivers loaded timber and firewood for sale in the growing city.

THE ABANDONED VILLAGE OF CLIFTON

Kensington and Payneham, two to three miles out, and Magill, a little
farther, were well placed for innkeepers, blacksmiths and storekeepers,
who could make a living from passing trade and surrounding farms.

Numbers of South Australian histories have examined the

ELIZABETH WARBURTON*

successful settlements, but by the nature of their fate the villages which
failed are not so well known. Expressions of unreasonable hope as they
were, the impulse behind them flickered briefly and then subsided, only
to be noticed in later times by an accident of historical research. One of
these was the village of Clifton. In 1838 its eighty acres were bounded by
four surveyor's lines which have become Hallett and Penfold Roads,
Marble and Heatherbank Terraces.

To sell the original concept was a practical test of an agent's

The Adelaide suburb of Stonyfell is situated in the Mount Lofty
foothills, above the flat suburbs lying east of the city. Fleetingly, after
the 1838 land sales which launched South Australia as a real- estate
venture, this place was known as the village of Clifton. At that time
numbers of the new landed proprietors rushed to survey their near -city
sections into rectangular `villages' hoping to sell allotments at high

profits. By 1841, according to a writer in the South Australian
Magazine, thirty or more such villages had been positioned within three
miles of the city; others farther out, like Clifton, had been planned and
some of these were struggling into dusty actuality.

Most of the early successes occurred in the arc north, south and
west of the city, relating to the main land and sea outlets. Hindmarsh,
Bowden and Prospect grew on the carting trade to Port Adelaide, along
with brick - making and associated trades; Edwardstown was placed
mid -way to the port of Glenelg; New and Old Brighton were valued as
healthy seaside resorts; Thebarton offered cheap freeholdings close to
the city; small dairymen occupied much of Islington and grazed their
cattle on runs at the back; Mitcham was a South Australian Company
village by its stockyards on Brownhill Creek; Walkerville at a top
price value of £ 120 per acre ensured respectability and salubrity, `having

many very genteel residences and beautiful gardens, and altogether
more aristocratic and English' than the others)
*Elizabeth Warburton is the author of Old Stradbroke (Hax'thorndene, 1976).

effrontery and imaginative range. The site was five miles from town
on steep, rough hills. Water supplies were
or six at its eastern end
meagre, confined to the small south -west corner about Second Creek.
The section abutted neither a main road to the country nor an access
road to the city. No farming community surrounded it, and there was

no population centre nearby from which settlement might spread.
Despite these deficiences, Clifton was boldly launched. It was divided

into 253 small allotments, much smaller than those offered to an
increased South Australian population ten years later in the adjacent
village of Burnside and the near -city village of Norwood.
Clifton, otherwise Section 290 of the Adelaide Hundred, was first

granted to Henry Cowell Hawson of Port Lincoln, Master of the
brigantine Abeona; in January 1839, within four months of purchase,
he re -sold to John Thomas Young, tobacconist of Sydney. Between
these two men hovers the figure of John L. Crabbe, storekeeper of

Hindley Street and aspiring land agent. He had acted already for
Hawson in selling some Adelaide town acres, and both of them might

have had dealings with a tobacconist in Sydney. Whatever the
connection, it was he who assumed the task of promoting the village of
Clifton.
Never did salesman face a keener test of his ingenuity. How could
,investors and residents be attracted to these inhospitable foothills? That
was the question. Newspapers from September to December 1839 carry

Mr. Crabbe's response to the challenge. What man could dare, he
dared: every possible lead was followed, every flag of the romantic
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fancy flown, every appeal made to elitism, cupidity, paternal concern;
all were tinged with the kind of moralistic materialism known in those
days as respectability. Inflated diction, flattery, insinuation, half lying
and full lying, a little truth telling these were Mr. Crabbe's weapons
and he wielded them enthusiastically. The South Australian Register of
12 October opens the real thrust of his campaign:
We cannot but congratulate our friends upon the report (which we do
hope is not unfounded) that the Section 290 under the hills, distant

one hour's walk of Adelaide, and properly designated Clifton as
corresponding in its locality with that of England,2 commanding a
constant supply of the purest water, and a perfect view of the City and
Gulf, will in a few days be offered for sale by auction. We cannot but
recommend the man of business and taste to secure a portion of this
valuable estate which will, we understand, be sold in accommodating

parcels. We would suggest that the proprietor offers the means of
conveyance to intending purchasers.

Two weeks later, 26 October, Mr Crabbe unveils his identity and
clarifies his theme:
Mr. John L. Crabbe feels great pleasure in acquainting his friends that he
has succeeded in meeting their anxious wishes to possess a FREEHOLD
in the desirable township of Clifton, before the dust and heat of Adelaide
compels them to look elsewhere for a summer residence. He has been
honoured by the proprietor with instructions to sell by Public Auction the
whole township (in small allotments) on Monday next the 28th inst. at 12
o'clock precisely at Fordham's Hotel.

Another fortnight later, by swelling the water - supply, narrowing

the true distance and appealing to natural greed, Mr Crabbe added
strength to his latest announcement:
Mr. John L. Crabbe would beg to remind those who have already

purchased allotments in the above splendid property, that they have
now an opportunity of improving the same by their attendance This
Evening at the Royal Admiral, Hindley Street, at 4 o'clock precisely
when the whole will be thrown open to public competition without
reserve. To speculators, men of taste, and others, so desirable an
opportunity cannot again offer itself, combining as it does a never - failing
flow of pure water, with a salubrity of air and a commanding view of the
province not to be equalled
distant from Adelaide about three miles.
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his last and noblest flight of all `added to which (in the distance) is a
splendid waterfall 70 ft. high pouring its impetuous torrent with "Lionlike roar into the vale beneath" and adding to the sublimity and beauty
of a scene scarcely to be looked for in the suburbs of Adelaide.' This,

presumably, was First Falls in Waterfall Gully, three or four miles
distant.
That was the last of the village of Clifton. Some allotments did sell,

but any fortune to be made from property there had to await the
transportation system, building technology, reticulated water supplies

and the swelling bourgeoisie of the mid twentieth century. Henry
Dunstan of the neighbouring Stonyfell Quarry grazed cattle on some of
it, Andrew Harriot, innkeeper, bought a little, but within a few years it

was acquired cheaply by two investors
John Roberts, builder of
Kensington, who bought 21 steep acres at the back adjoining the

quarry, and Michael Featherstone an investor of Brighton, who
bought 56 acres sloping towards the city. Difficulties with the latter
owner's will kept that block intact from his death in 1854 until 1918
when his trustees gained permission of the Supreme Court to market
these' bony scrub covered hills. For some years they were enjoyed as an
informal golf course, hard on club -heads and careless feet; then the
building boom after the Second World War rapidly covered them with
houses.
Agents today do not have to scratch their heads over Stonyfell real
estate. Confidently they write of `this elite suburb' where houses `nestle

among other delightful homes', embracing master bedrooms with en
suite bathrooms; spacious lounge rooms with stone fireplaces, timber
beams and wall pannelling; and kitchens with garbage- disposal units.
Favoured views are no longer of City and Gulf, but rather the intimate
scenes of floodlit tree - studded gardens and pergolas, water - sprinklers

and green lawns, all enclosing the domestic heartland of patio,
barbecue, vine leafed refrigerated bar -unit, and fully tiled heated
swimming pool. Mr. Crabbe should have lived to see the day.

We cannot but assume that Mr Crabbe was disappointed in his
friends. It must have been a sad scene at the Royal Admiral that evening
long ago, at four o'clock precisely. He tried once more, in December,

dangling now a free church site and the idea that Clifton's pure water
was `capable of working the most powerful machinery'. Quiet homes
might be built in these romantic glens and peaceful recesses, he said; and
think again of the view, not only of gulf, harbours and shipping, but

References
1. South Australian Magazine, December 1841, p. 187.
2. Clifton
a fashionable watering place on the precipitous heights above the River
Avon at Bristol, celebrated for its beneficial influence on consumptives. Knight's

C:yclopaedia of Geography (1856) says that 'from these heights are obtained
extensive views over rich and picturesque scenery'.
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Whitelock begins his history by re- telling the story of the colony's

foundation from the discussions in London to the inauguration of
responsible government in 1857. Here Douglas Pike is his chief guide
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Adelaide 1836 -1976: A History of Difference.

Derek Whitelock. University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, 1977.
342 pp. $19.95.

The characters of cities, like those of nations, are elusive matters which
cautious academics shy away from but which ordinary citizens have to
cope with quite regularly
`What's Adelaide like ?' they are asked as
soon as they travel outside it. It might be interesting sometime to learn
what answers ordinary citizens give, to this question. Derek Whitelock

believes Adelaide is significantly different from other Australian
capitals and in this history of the city he attempts to describe and
explain its special character. In describing Adelaide Whitelock does not
add much to the portrait painted by earlier writers and commentators.
Adelaide, compared with the eastern capitals, is quieter, better ordered,
more elegant; its citizens have been more sober and strait - laced, but its

governments have frequently been bold and innovative. It is in
describing the city's physical environment that Whitelock offers us
more than his predecessors. He has a good eye for the city's scenes and
styles and he conveys very well what the hills and the beaches mean to
Adelaide. They are not merely recreational areas within easy reach; they

provide natural boundaries for the city so that one never feels that
bricks and mortar are triumphant. You can always see out of Adelaide
to the hills, and from the hills you can see the whole city. Adelaide thus
can be comprehended and the more easily known and loved. Whitelock

renews our sense of wonder and gratitude at Colonel Light's
achievement.

and many readers who would find Pike daunting will welcome this clear

and lively narrative. Whitelock follows Pike in seeing the foundation
years of `the paradise of dissent' as fixing many of Adelaide's qualities.
The great disappointment of the book is that after charting the
foundation years, it loses it main theme. The second section is entitled
`Adelaide 1859 -1970: A Brief Chronicle'. Four pages are given to the
1860s, six to the 1870s, and then, presumably as less and less happened,
four pages serve for 1880 -1900 and for 1900 -1945. This is a chronicle

properly called; there is little attempt to give coherence to these
accounts. The third section is called `Mosaic of a Community' and
includes thirteen short chapters on a wide range of topics beginning
with `Commerce and Industry', `Immigration, Working and Living
Conditions' and ending with `Sport', `Newspapers', `The Natural
Environment', and `The Adelaide Hills'. This is a more useful section,
but the coverage is very spotty and neither here nor anywhere else does
the book rest on substantial new research. The final section is `Adelaide
in the 1970s' which deals very approvingly of Don Dunstan, whom
Whitelock takes as the symbol of Adelaide's continuing `sense of
difference'.
These three sections provide much miscellaneous information but

they do little to support the argument about Adelaide's differences.
There is no attempt to follow closely the fortunes of the foundation
dissenting tradition and the claims for its influence become more
doubtful: `Dissent has inculcated the city with a sense of decency,
pragmatism, political and ethical concern, and social empiricism.' (p.
198). Adelaide's special characteristics as described in these pages are
sometimes unremarkable
`Lawyers, doctors, and land agents have
always done particularly well in Adelaide' (p. 173)
or grossly
exaggerated
`endemic radicalism' (p. 182). Adelaide's history
becomes altogether too rosy and comfortable. The depression of the
1930s receives very little notice and that of the 1880s is overlooked
altogether and the decade actually described as prosperous. That
Adelaide experienced this depression while the eastern colonies still
prospered explains some important features of the city's and colony's
political history which should be of special interest to a `history of
difference'. The emergence of a radical urban culture in the 1880s with
the proliferation of reform societies and the politicising of the unions is
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an event which any history of Adelaide should not overlook.
This book is not at all like what we now expect of an urban history.
There is no concerted effort to detail the nature of the city's economy or
the distribution, structure and class relations of its population. Perhaps

Whitelock's instinct is right and the explanation of the city's special
character is not to be found in these areas. But if not there, where else?
`In its origins' is the only certain answer Whitelock offers. Perhaps we
one
should also look to some special circumstances of its history
thinks of Hugh Stretton's account of the role of the university- educated
civil servants in Adelaide's industrial revolution in Ideas for Australian

Cities, a work which does much to explain modern Adelaide's
distinctive character and which, strangely, Whitelock draws on very
little. Or are literature and life now so intermixed that it is the literature

on Adelaide which is the most powerful force in maintaining its
character? Or are we in error to think, as Whitelock does, of one
continuing character or tradition for Adelaide? Can the one `sense of
difference' explain both Sir Thomas Playford and Don Dunstan? It
may be with the collapse of the old nonconformist faith and the end of
the domination of politics by rural and property interests that we are
seeing the beginning of a new era. South Australia's and Adelaide's
`sense of difference' may now be that they have made a more decisive

break from their past than any of the other states or capitals.
J. B. HIRST

Department of History, Latrobe University
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become available after the manuscript was placed with the printer. To

resolve these problems, the author has prepared an admirable

Corrigendum, which is available upon request to him.
Apart from the sources mentioned in the Corrigendum, another
two would be useful to the researcher. First, court records. At the
Master's Office, Supreme Court House, Victoria Square, there is a set
of indices of civil, equity and some criminal proceedings commenced in
that Court from 1842 to date, in which persons involved in litigation are
cited. Files started before 1973 are available on 24 hours notice. These
records are in addition to material held by the S.A. Archives (p. 15) and
the Probate Office (ch. 4). Proceedings in the lower Courts are more of a
problem. The Clerk of the Local Court of Adelaide should be consulted if

this avenue is to be pursued. Supplementary to the note `Solicitors
Records', a list of practitioners compiled in the 1850s is held by the
Archives, and Government Gazettes list holders of annual legal
practitioners' practising certificates throughout most of the nineteenth
century. The Gazette also lists insolvents, public -house licencees (see p.
15) and other licence grants, as well as a whole range of appointments

and orders under local ordinances.
Second, parliamentary records. The indices to Parliamentary
Papers and Proceedings are worth a glance for Questions and Petitions
involving an elector or place. While it is admitted that these sources are
probably less fruitful for the purely family history researcher than those
detailed in the book, they are certainly useful in general historical
research. Their inclusion in the book would have given a dimension to it

Sources for South Australian Family History.
Andrew Guy Peake. The author and the South Australian Genealogy
and Heraldry Society Inc., 1977. 79 pp. $7.00
Here is an immensely valuable research tool for genealogists as well as

the biographer and the local historian. Its principal virtue lies in the
compact, neat presentation of a vast array of resource centres and
collections of material. A work of this kind, however, is fraught with
many difficulties, not least of which is meeting the responsibility it has
towards those who rely on its message. Minor printing errors in dates

and addresses could lead to fruitless effort by the uninitiated.
Inevitably, too, some sources have been omitted and data has only

which would have rendered it the more useful to the cause of local
history in South Australia.
It should be also noted that an element of confusion arises in the
chapter on `Land Records'. The Land Titles system is admittedly
confusing and does require special care. We are told, rightly, that the
first main category of Land Title documents held by the General
Registry Office of the Lands Titles Office are called Memorials. They
commenced under the terms of an ordinance of 1841 and it is correctly
stated that the first memorial in the first volume is dated 22 December

1841. However, that is not to say that deeds and other documents

executed before that date are not also contained in the memorial books.

.Hence, documents executed as early as 1837 can be found in these
documents and the researcher is warned not to exclude the memorial
books from his researches into the period prior to 1841 as it may be that
a wealth of information will be contained therein. The same situation
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applies to Enrolments; a document executed prior to 1842 could be
enrolled and may yield useful information.
Sources for South Australian Family History goes a long way
towards breaking out of the frustrating circularity which confronts
researchers: to answer historical inquiries the appropriate source
materials have to be consulted; deciding which materials are
appropriate involves a selection process based on an understanding of
the scope of those sources; their scope determines the ambit of the

separating from Hindmarsh in 1877 when its population had risen to
1,128. Now containing nearly 80,000 people, Woodville looks back.

questions to be asked. If the researcher does not understand the scope of

council histories

sources available, then the right questions cannot be posed, and the
answers obtained will be of limited use.

the present day. Effects of economic booms and depressions, world
wars and the motor car are reflected here
especially the motor car,
since Woodville's major industry is provided by General MotorsHolden's.

PETER L. MOORE

What it sees is a record of swift change, beginning with the
European farmers who ousted the Aboriginal hunting tribesmen. There
follows a record of colonial gentry who dominated the district for thirty
years or so, and an account of Woodville's relationship with the city and
port between which it lies. Roads, bridges, public transport, churches,

schools, houses, drainage, sports, clubs, industries

the stuff of

all gain mention, as the narrative sweeps on towards

Two subjects receive new emphasis in this and other recent council

histories. Both in the spheres of town planning and social services
A History of Woodville.
Susan Marsden. Corporation of the City of Woodville, 1977. 345 pp.
$12.00.

This history of Woodville is a handsome volume with a dark -green
picture cover; gold lettering on the linen binding underneath picks out
the usual information and the insignia of the City of Woodville. `I have

thoroughly enjoyed researching and writing the book' are Susan
Marsden's opening words; much of its `living substance', she adds,
comes from Woodville people's memories, written histories and
records. Those two quotations set the tone of the text. There is a verve,

an interest in the subject and a desire to communicate, that make
themselves felt. Small reminiscences of small people are granted as
much significance as official reports and solemn deeds: `I was one of ten
children and we all worked hard', one old resident says. `We helped in
the fields as soon as we could pull a rake around and we used to like it

too.'

Throughout metropolitan Adelaide most local histories over the
years have been sponsored like this one, by local councils. Usually they
have appeared at the end of a recognized era, so that the two main waves

have come in the 1950s, one hundred years after the seven original
district councils of Adelaide were founded, and in the 1970s, marking

the period a century ago when splits occurred and new council
boundaries were drawn to suit the quick rise in population and spread
of settlement. Woodville District Council was one of the later creations,

councils are adopting more positive roles than in earlier times, moved

either by Federal Government pressure and aid, or by State
Government planning legislation. The author outlines the Woodville
experience in zoning, welfare services and so on, in a record that will
prove useful to a variety of readers. The same remark might be made of
her comprehensive source references at the end of the book. Town
Clerk authors of older council histories had the advantage of long-

standing knowledge of their communities, but seldom fitted their
records into a historical perspective. This author's training disposes her
to seek that wider context; the narrative moves easily from the close

locality out into relevant Australian history, and when appropriate,
farther into the nineteenth- century or contemporary world.
Several dilemmas confront those who approach the huge task of
preparing council histories. One is that the amount of detail which
seems necessary for the record clogs the history and submerges any
unifying theme. Insofar as council histories have presented a conceptual
theme, it has usually been `progress', assumptions being that what exists

is better than what existed, and that what happened in between is all
relevant to that theme; everything available more or less fits into a
descriptive history of local `development'. Lost, therefore, are the
benefits of having to select and exclude on the grounds of relevancy and

irrelevancy. Council histories are intended in the first instance to
interest residents of the day, who no doubt as readers make their own
selection from the wealth before them. Other researchers and historians
do the same, for their different purposes. An author, conscious of these
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dual or multiple requirements, includes much `just in case', and the
book's clarity suffers in consequence. No wonder that this tight packed
volume includes ten pages of index references and a helpful contents
list. It needs them all.
Other problems arise over the relationship of pictorial to written
matter. Will people mainly read or mainly look? Which element is to be

THE SOCIETY'S ACTIVITIES, 1977

favoured in the planning? Presumably to suit the plenitude of its
illustrations the Woodville publication of 345 pages measures 9 x 7
inches, and the paper is an exceptionally heavy 141 gsm. Total weight,
therefore, is 1.3 kgms, much too heavy for comfortable handling. If the

decision is made to use such paper, one would expect first -class
reproduction of pictures, but here they frequently lack definition either

from being too dark or too light. Doubtless the originals presented
problems, but one wonders if they had the necessary care in rephotographing and printing. Individual treatment is costly, but so is
extra -heavy coated art paper. If the latter is used, councils should go the

whole hog and pay for the other.
Likewise the text suffers from the absence of a publisher's hand.
Perhaps only the big companies nowadays employ staff skilled at
improving accepted manuscripts. Authors need help; it is all too easy to
miss errors and clumsinesses when re- reading lines already very
familiar. The syntax of this history needed attention: numbers of
sentences are verbose and awkwardly organized; many parentheses in
brackets should have been assimilated into the sentences where sense

allowed, or dropped out where it did not. Throughout the book,
decades of time are written as possessives rather than plurals 1860's
instead of 1860s and sometimes figures under 100 appear in numerals
where they should have been expressed in letters. Here and there words
are misused: the Government, one reads, handed over some money

`after much prevarication'; no doubt this was so, but the context
suggests that the word should have been `procrastination'. `End of a
Century' would have been a better heading than `Conclusion of a
Century'.
It is easy enough and not directly helpful to pick faults in someone
else's published work; better that the problem should be faced earlier.
Authors need editorial guidance and discipline before going into print;
if that is not to be available, we had better all start taking to bed Roget's
Thesaurus,

books on usage and abusage of language, and the

Government Printer's

Style Manual.

ELIZABETH WARBURTON

The Historical Society of South Australia held ten evening meetings
during 1977. Meetings were held in the State Library Lecture Theatre,
except for the February meeting, held in the State Library Rare Book
Room and the Sir Josiah Symon Library. The speakers and subjects
were:

February 4

Miss V. A. Hankel: "The Rare Books of the State Library of
South Australia ".

March 4

Ms M. Allen: "The Old and the New in Salisbury in the Second
World War ".
Dr D. Whitelock: "Adelaide's History
A Sense of

April 1

Difference ".

May 6

A Cornish Evening
Mr P. Payton.

June 3

Mr G. Loughlin: "Paris Nesbit Q.C. ".

July 1

Dr D. Jaensch: "From Factions to Political Parties, South
Australia 1890

speakers Dr J. M. Tregenza and

1912 ".

August 5

Dr P. A. Howell: "Varieties of Vice -regal Life in South

September 2
October 7
Noveber 4

Dr G. C. Scroop: "An Evening with the Magic Lantern ".
Mr W. R. Crocker: "University Life in Adelaide in the 1920s ".
Mrs S. Brugger: "Australian Troops in Egypt in World War I:

Australia ".

An Egyptian View ".

In addition the Society organized several field trips during the
year. The first, led by Mr P. Moore on March 26, was to Rostrevor Hall
(now Rostrevor College) and to The Acacias (Sir Edwin Smith's former
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home, now part of Loreto Convent). On June 25 Mr P. Wells, of the
S.A. Mines Department, was guide to a group which visited the Barossa
Goldfield and nearby mining areas. Mr 13. Andrews was the leader on

September 10 on a tour of five early Catholic Churches in the
Adelaide vicinity. At the time of the centenary celebrations of the North

Adelaide Primary School, the Society organized a walking tour of
North Adelaide. The meetings and field trips continued to be well
supported, corresponding to those of the previous years.
The year proved to be one of growth for the Society. By December
membership had reached almost 350, while the Society was called on

frequently by individuals and groups concerned with a range of
historical matters. Mr C. Campbell and then Ms S. Marsden edited the
Society's Newsletter, which was published six times during the year,
the last two issues being in a new format. The Council met monthly

from February to November, and had much to discuss. Its meetings
were well attended. The Council has been grateful for the work of Dr J.

M. Tregenza, who edited the Society's first two journals, and to the

1977 editors, Dr J. D. Playford and Mr G. Loughlin. It also
acknowledges with gratitude the continuing support of the State
Government, whose financial grant to the Society has been of great
assistance in meeting journal publication costs. Apart from its speakers,
field trip leaders and editors, others have helped the Society in various
ways
to all these people the Council would like to extend its thanks.

The Society was represented at a conference of the principal
Australian historical societies held in Canberra on March 12 13, 1977.
After discussing the need to set up a federal body representing state and
territory historical societies, the delegates agreed to form the
Federation of Australian Historical Societies. The Historical Society of
South Australia is a member of the Federation. It is hoped that the new
body will make known the views and needs of historical societies on a
national basis.
In conclusion, the Council is quietly confident that the past four
years' work have placed the Society on a firm footing. Yet there is still
scope for further activities. The Council hopes, for example, that more
publishing may be possible in the future, as the Society's membership
expands. Other ventures, such as week -end excursions both within and
outside the State, are being planned. These will rest on the numbers,
energies and interests of the Society's members, and their determination
to achieve the stated objects of the Society.
R. M GIBBS
President
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